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Prologue by the Minister pf
Transport, Public Works and
Water Management
Internationally, the Dutch are considered to be tough people
fighting water to maintain their country. This view is quite
correct, since for centuries we have had to fight to keep our
feet dry under harsh circumstances.
The soil under the Dutchman's feet is characterised by its
softness and an accompanying high water table, making it
relatively unsuitable for construction purposes.
As the Dutch try to make the best of things, we are now in the
process of becoming specialists and experts in boring in soft
soil. The Second Heinenoord Tunnel is the first of its kind: a
bored tunnel for low-speed traffic. Constructing this tunnel
provided us with extensive knowledge and experience of
boring in soft soil that will benefit Dutch competitiveness in
the global market.

The Ministry of Transport, Public Works and Water
Management values these kinds of innovative projects. In
1993, the Advisory Board of Technological Policy for the field
of civil engineering already had requested advice on the topic
of tunnelling. The Board pointed out the importance of pilot
projects as a way of gaining practical expertise.

Accordingly, the COBl followed this advice. The Second
Heinenoord Tunnel now has been finished and two other
projects have started - the Botlek Railway Tunnel and the
Westerschelde Tunnel.

An interesting and important aspect of these projects is the
co-operation between public and private partners.
Researchers, business and government have co-operated
intensively, accomplishing new understanding, recording
gained insights, and accordingly improving accessibility of
this knowledge.

I hope this level of expertise will continue to grow in the
coming years. As our country already is overloaded with con-
struction, developing this tunnelling technique is extremely
interesting. It does not involve digging large trenches, which
causes a great deal of disruption to the immediate surroun-
dings. In this respect, the results of this project will help
create a friendly Dutch living environment. I wish the COB
the best of luck in developing and extending our knowledge
of tunnelling.

Minister of Transport, Public Works and Water Management

Ms T. N'etelenbos

I COB is the abbrevi3tion for the Centre for underground Construction
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Prologue by
Commission
K100

This is a report on the construction of the Second Heinen-
oord Tunnel, the first large-diameter bored tunnel in the
characteristically soft soil of the Netherlands. The objective of
monitoring this project was to gain experience and to
acquire knowledge and expertise in tunnelling in the typical
soft soil of our country.

This final report is a summary describing the most important
results. These results refer to various underlying technical
reports containing a more thorough description meant for
specialists with specific interests. Improving accessibility of
those reports is another important aim of this publication.

Project KIOO was the first organised project within the
framework of the COB. Apart from being a technical project,
it was also an eX1:raordinaryexercise in co-operation among
the sectors of infrastructure design, planning, and develop-
ment. The project drew the attention of everybody involved
in and working on underground construction in the
Netherlands. The strong interaction with other COB projects
during the implementation of KIOO was an important
contribution to the advance of the knowledge infrastructure.
This was the objective imposed upon the COB by ICES2.

Commission KIOO was able to complete its task thanks to the

support of all parties involved. Participants included the

Principal (the Ministry of Transport, Public Works and Water

Management for the province of Zuid Holland, the

Netherlands), Bouwdienst Rijkswaterstaat3, and contractor

TCH4. The support of CUR3/COB was eX1:remely valuable for

the successful completion of this project. The Commission

would like to ex-press its gratitude to all involved.

This report was edited by M.Th.J.H. Smits MSc.

On behalf of Commission KIOO

Dr. K.J. Bakker (chairman)

W. van Schelt MSc (secretary)

2 ICES stands for Intcrdepartcmcntalc Commissic Economischc Structuurvcrstcrking. It's a committcc arranging financial aspects for the Ministry.

3 Civil Engineering Division of the Dutch Ministry of Transport, Public Works and Water Management.

4 TCH: Joint venture of contractors operating under the abbreviation ofTCH (Tunnel Combinatic Hcincnoord).

3 CUR: Civil Engineering Centre for Research and Codes.

4 Large-sea. e Pilot Resea:'c:' Project on Bored ""un'1eJs



Summary

This is the final report of Commission KI00, part of the COB
Programme. During the period 1994-1999, K100 organised
an extensive programme in order to monitor the construction
of the first bored tunnel in the Netherlands: the Second
Heinenoord Tunnel. The fact that the face of the tunnel was
stabilised with slurry was unique to this project.

Monitoring the process produced a valuable set of measure-
ment data available for further analyses. Measurements were
preceded by and compared with predictions to gain a clear
picture of modelling in the tunnelling process. In this way
tunnel lining construction could be established, especially for
the comparatively soft soils characterising the Netherlands.

In addition, detailed insight was obtained by conducting a
comprehensive evaluation of the measurements. This
improved understanding of thrust forces, the influence of the
boring process on the surrounding area, and the forces on the
tunnel lining can make a positive contribution to future
tunnel projects.

The Second Heinenoord Tunnel crosses under the river Oude
Maas at a relatively shallow depth. The monitoring project
showed that in order to prevent face instability for such tun-
nels, the margin between the maximum and minimum allo-
wable face pressures is small. Forces within the TBM also were
measured and evaluated in order to optimise the design of
TBMs in general. Slurry pressure at the face and friction along
the TBM proved to be the most important components of the
thrust force.

Available numerical and analytical models largely overestima-
ted settlements in the surrounding area caused by the tunnel-
ling process. The governing factor for settlements occurring
was the grouted annulus behaviour around the tunnel.
Accordingly, this factor should be incorporated in future
design models.

Stacked segments to construct the tunnel rings created large
forces in the segmented tunnel lining. It was found that half
of the final internal lining force was already present prior to
being loaded with external grout or earth pressures. This was
a surprising result. However, further research is needed to
facilitate the modelling of the complex load distribution
around segmented tunnels in general, and of the forces resul-
ting from stacking tunnel segments in particular.
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Part A: Pilot
research project
for the Second
Heinenoord
Tu n n e I

1. Usefulness and necessity of a pilot project
for a bored tunnel

The conventional way of constructing tunnels can be a major
cause of inconvenience. Buildings have to be demolished, roads
can become obstructed, and vibrations and subsidence can
occur as well, to mention only a few negative aspects of this
process.

Especially in densely built areas, these inconveniences are a
reason for the growing interest in techniques minimising
disturbances, for example, a technique in which the tunnel has
only a minimal effect on the surface. Until the mid-1990s, our
country lacked sufficient knowledge of and experience in the
process of tunnelling. Germany and Japan, for instance, expe-

rienced a much earlier development in this field. One reason for
this slow pace of development in the Netherlands is the relati-
vely soft soil in the western part of the country.

In order to gain experience in tunnelling techniques, especially
in soft soil with a high water table, the Dutch Government deci-
ded to invest in two pilot projects: the Second Heinenoord
Tunnel and the Botlek Railway Tunnel. Both projects were
accompanied by extensive research programmes. Firstly,
investments were made to be able to clarify how tunnels can be
bored in the Netherlands and to assess the technical and finan-
cial risks involved. Secondly, the pilot projects offer the possibi-
lity for Dutch (contracting and consulting) businesses in this
field to catch up and perhaps develop a new export product.

The knowledge developed from these two projects will be
gained by establishing a transparent construction process. Data
will be made available, and possible inefficiencies will not be
concealed. By means of a measuring programme, specific
measuring is being conducted to allow the study of certain
phenomena and mechanisms during the boring and construc-
tion of the tunnels.

CUR/COB Commission KIOO is entrusted with planning,
implementing and evaluating the measurements conducted
during the construction of the Second Heinenoord Tunnel.
This is the final report presented by the Commission.

...

Inconvenience in urban

areas caused by the

construction of tIInnc/s.
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South ~orth

whereas on the south bank an intermediate layer of peat

can be found. Between :'>:AP-IOm and :'>:AP-15m, there is a

moderate to dense layer of sand. Below this layer, the

so-called Pleistocene starts. This is the generic term for those

layers of soil that were left behind just before the end of the

last ice age. In the area of the Second Heinenoord Tunnel, the

Pleistocene contains dense to very dense sand layers. From a

depth of :'>:AP-20m, these turn into a system of very rigid clay

and sand layers.

The geological texture of the soil in the area of the Second
Heinenoord Tunnel is fairly representative of the geological
condition of the soil of the western part of the :"etherlands,
apart from the fact that there are no soft peat layers in the
project area. The largest part to be tunnelled is situated in
Pleistocene sands and rigid clay. However, this soil is less stiff
(by a factor of 2 to 5) than

that in, for instance, German
and Japanese projects.

LOllgitudillal ,:eclioll of Ihe geolechllical profile of Ihe Secolld HcillCf100rd Til1l11cl.

the cylinder, the completed tunnel emerged. Within the

shield, tunnel rings were erected.

The tunnelling technique used is called the slurry shield
method. The soil is cut by a rotating cutting wheel consisting
of five arms. The excavated soil is mixed with a slurry that
contains a high level of clay, called bentonite slurry. This way,
the soil can be pumped away easily.The slurry is maintained
under pressure by use of air pressure, to prevent water and
soil from flowing into the TB:'vI.The mixture of bentonite and
soil is transported to a separation plant outside the tunnel,
where the two components are separated. Afterwards the
slurry is pumped back into the system. Whenever a distance
of 1.5 metres has been bored, the tunnel tube is constructed
immediately. The TB:'vI then pushes off against this newly
constructed part of the tunnel so it can excavate the next 1.5

cutting

dement

r--- mixing chamber
grout injection

[ail void and scaling of the TB:v1

Applied Tunnelling

Technology

The two tubes of the Second

Heinenoord Tunnel were

bored using a specifically

designed Tunnel Boring

:'vIachine (TB:'vI). The TB:'vI

consisted of an 8-metre-

long steel tunnelling shield

(diameter approx. 8.5

metres) with a cutting wheel

at the front. At the back of

cutting
whed-

o\'~rcuttc:r

Cro,:,:->caioll of the TS;\1. shidd ~

L j~ck L

L- pressure partition L
grout injection

grout

9
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Part A: Pilot research project for the Second
Heinenoord

(A) construction principle of prefabricated elements

ring joint

(B) prefabricated clement

assembly notch
in the ring
joint

direction Oft h
~

Te BM

Construction of the Tunnel.

metres. Because the TBM has a larger diameter than the tun-
nel tube, the empty space that arises will be filled with grout.
Ten to 15 metres of tunnel can be bored each construction
day. However, it must be noted that the speed of boring is
related to the type of soil. When constructing the Second
Heinenoord Tunnel, a ma.ximum of 22 metres per day of
boring in sand was accomplished, whereas it was possible to
bore only 2 to 5 metres per day when dealing with stiff clay.

Constructionof the Tunnel
The tunnel lining consists of rings of prefabricated concrete
elements 1.5 metres wide. These rings have an inner diameter
of 7.6 metres and a lining thickness of 0.35 metres. The joints
between the rings are called ring joints. Each ring consists of
seven segments, as well as one key segment. The joints
between the segments are called the longitudinal joints. Two
parallel rings are moved by half a segment in relation to one
another so as to create a stacked structure.

Two notches form the contact surface of the ring joints, in
order to transfer shear forces. Small plates of material that
can be tightly squeezed (= a rubber bitumen compound; in
German, 'kaubit') support easy stress distribution. Besides
that, plywood plates are erected to distribute the axial jack
forces between the segments. The segmented structure is
made waterproof by a rubber sealing profile covering the
complete periphery of each segment.

110

2.2 Why Choose the Second Heinenoord Tunnel as a
Pilot Project?

The Second Heinenoord Tunnel was preferred as a first pilot
project for bored tunnels because of the relatively minimal
risks involved. There are no buildings in the near vicinity of
the tunnel and there is no need for cross connections between
the tubes. The diameter of the tunnel is roughly 8 metres. For
a large bored tunnel, this is relatively small - roughly 1 metre
smaller than the diameter of the Botlek Railway Tunnel.
Another reason for preferring this project was the fact that the
Ministry of Transport, Public Works and Water Management
is the owner of the project area, thus eliminating complicated
planning procedures and providing the possibility of a quick
start to the project.

3. Objectives of the pilot project

Large-diameter bored traffic tunnels had not been construc-
ted previously in the Netherlands. Globally, a large number of
similar tunnels can be found, but these have not been con-
structed under similar soil conditions. As mentioned above,
the soil in the western part of the Netherlands is of a relatively
low stiffness and is characterised by a high water table.
Accordingly, the aim of the CUR/COB Commission KI00 was

"to develop knowledge and expertise concerning tunnelling in
the soft Dutch soil". This aim was pursued by means of
measuring, calculating and experimenting. The project tested
whether existing theoretical models could adequately des-
cribe deformations occurring during and after the tunnelling
process, as well as forces arising in the TBM and tunnel lining.

When project goals include keeping risks to a minimum and
attempting to achieve an optimal design, a thorough and

Large-scale Pilot Research Project on Bored Tunnels



accurate understanding of
face stability is essential. Of
similar importance are
stresses on the segmented
lining over a longer period
of time and the influence
of the tunnel construction
on the surrounding area. In
addition to these technical
aspects, economic aspects
are equally significant, par-
ticularly the speed at which
various layers of soil can be
bored through. Finally, use
aspects of the tunnel are
important, especially the
vibrations from within the
tunnel and the re-use of
the excavated soil.

sealing profile in the previously

treated joint

~
- elastic joint

material

The aspects mentioned above can be divided into four fields
of interest: bore technology, geotechnology, tunnel construc-
tion, and vibrations and environment. The first three fields
have been incorporated in the research aims of CUR/COB
Commission KIOOand are addressed below. Examination of
the fourth field was conducted by other CUR/COB
Commissions.

The Field of Bored Tunnel Technology

Determining face stability

In determining face stability, there are a few important

matters to take into account. Firstly, it is important to

know the minimum and ma.ximum values of horizontal

effective earth pressure. The level of bentonite pressure

will lie betWeen these two values. When it is lower than

the minimum earth pressure, the soil and groundwater

will flow into the TBM. However, if the bentonite pressure

is higher than the maximum earth stress, the soil will be

pushed away from the face, creating another unstable

situation. When determining this stability, the distri-

bution of pressure in the mixing chamber is an important

aspect to be taken into account. The mixture of bentonite

and excavated soil is located in this chamber.

Knowledge of the excess pore pressure generated by

boring in the surrounding soil is also important, because

of its influence on stability. When determining face stabi-

lity, the effects of a TBM standstill, possibly accompanied

by a fall in the level of bentonite (in which case the stabi-

lity of the face will be maintained by air pressure), should

be examined. Another significant effect is that of simul-

taneously boring in porous and non-porous layers of soil.

Equilibrium of forces during the excavation

The jacks that push the TBM and the drive of the cutting

wheel must be capable of preventing the TBM from jam-

mingo Consequently, it is important to be familiar with
the magnitude of jack forces, for example, as a function of
the characteristics of the soil to be bored through. The
lining and the surrounding soil eventually will absorb
these pressures. It is therefore desirable to understand not
only the magnitude of the jack forces, but also the distri-
bution of the forces over the individual jacks.
Determining the efficiency of the tunnelling process
In this field, the emphasis is on the examination of the
excavation process and the mixing of bentonite and soil
in the mixing chamber. The way in which the excavated
soil is manifested - for example, as large chunks of clay or
as suspension - influences the pressure distribution in the
mixing chamber and, therefore, face stability.
It also influences the efficiency of the pumps and pipes
that transport slurry and soil. Wear of the cutting teeth,
pumps and pipes, which will be examined more
thoroughly, also influences the efficiency of the tunnelling
process.

The Field of Geotechnology

Determining deformations and stress changes in the sur-
roundings of the tunnel
Soil deformations and stress changes in the surrounding
area caused by the tunnelling process could lead to dis-
placements of the surface and, thus, to damage to buil-
dings in the vicinity. Gaining insight into all aspects of
this process is the main objective within "the domain of

Prefabricated ccncrere tunnel segments.
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geotechnology. This includes extraordinary situations
such as long-term standstill of the TBM and the decrease
in the level of bentonite in the mL'(ingchamber. In addi-
tion, the long-term influence of the tunnel on the rise of
the water table and on possible failure mechanisms, e.g.
floating and upwards movement of the tunnel and
heaving of the soil above the tunnel, were examined.
Determining the necessary soil parameters for design and
implementation
In order to determine these soil parameters, an extensive
programme of specific measuring was added to the regu-
lar examination of the Second Heinenoord Tunnel. Based
on this extended study, Commission KIOOalso aimed to
examine the reliability of the geotechnical system with
respect to both the layer structure and the characteristics
of each layer.

TheField of Tunnel Construction
Determining the load on the construction and the equili-
brium of forces inside the construction
When constructing the tunnel, the lining has the greatest
impact on the budget. Therefore, an economical and safe
design is of major importance. The main objective within
the study of tunnel construction is to determine the use-
fulness of the calculation models. The stress and load dis-
tribution in the tunnel construction, or rather in the
lining, is a complex and time-consuming process. The
tunnel, constructed of separate lining segments, will in
due course experience axial forces from the jacks pushing
the TBM shield, torsion forces resulting from the cutting
wheel action, stresses resulting from the erection
operations, radial forces from grout being pressed into
the void between the ground and the lining behind the
shield, and earth stresses resulting from the curing of the
grout. These earth stresses act mainly perpendicular on
the axis of the tunnel; however, because of the differences
in longitudinal direction, beam reaction also is of
consequence. The soil load on top of the tunnel performs
a special task, as it serves to support the lining.
Two further aspects or phenomena also have to be taken
into account. Firstly, constructing the second tunnel tube
in close proximity to the first one will influence the earth
stresses and, therefore, the load on and the forces within
the first tube. Secondly, leakage can lead to changes in
earth and water pressures, thus changing the load on the
tunnel. Both phenomena require further attention.
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Part B:
Organising
and implementing
the pilot project
4. Organising the pilot project

4.1 CUR/COB Commission KI00

CUR/COB Commission KI00 was in charge of implementing
the pilot project. The Commission represents the Ministry
involved, engineering agencies, contractors, knowledge insti-
tutes (laboratories, universities, research and related insti-
tutes) and suppliers. A list of the members of the Commission
can be found at the start of this report. This Commission
drew up the plans, set priorities and divided the budget accor-
dingly. The Commission's tasks also included specification,
supervision and assessment of the work to be carried out. The
work plans drawn up by the Commission have been tested by
COB's PAR7,which includes experts from the various .fields.

In order to support the Commission, a project organisation
was set up. The organisation was to supervise and maintain
contact on a daily basis with all parties involved in the con-
struction process. These parties included the Ministry of
Transport, Public Works and Water Management, which
assigned the project, and contractors joined together in TCH
(Tunnel joint venture Heinenoord VOF, including the
following companies: Ballast Nedam Beton en Waterbouw
BV, Van Hattum en Blankevoort BV, Hollandse Beton en
Waterbouw BV,Wayss & Freytag AG).

OrganisationaI structure.

CUR/COB
(P.A.R.)--

£idRiCOB
commission
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Work reports of CUR/COB Commission KIOO.

The complete budget of Commission K100 amounted to 12.5
million Dutch guilders, half of which was assigned to instru-
mentation and measuring. The assignments of the pilot pro-
ject were conducted partly by various (co-operating) COB
participants and partly by the project organisation. The
Commission wrote more than 100 work reports. The amount
of measurement data accumulated over the duration of the
project was impressive. By creating sub-commissions repre-
senting the different domains (i.e. geotechnology, tunnel con-
struction and bore technology), a platform was formed to
discuss sufficiently the detailed content of the reports, serving
as preparation for the definitive determination by
Commission KI00.

4.2 Research Approach

In 1994 the Commission began drawing up the main research
questions (see Chapter 3) applicable to the Second
Heinenoord Tunnel as well as the Botlek Railway Tunnel.
Based on this general inventory, specific priorities were set for
the Second Heinenoord Tunnel, leading to a definitive
research plan in the form of an implementation plan.
The chosen approach comprised:

predicting behaviour,
measuring behaviour, and
evaluating measuring results.

7 PARstands for Programma AdviC$ Raad. This is a Dutch ad,.isory board which is involved in the programme.
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This chain of "predicting - measuring- evaluating" was com-
pleted for as many researchgoalsas possible.In some cases
measurement was, by definition, impossible. The analysis of
failure mechanisms, which fortunately did not occur in
reality, is one such example. On the other hand, some
observations and measurements were not predicted, for
example, because the necessary calculation models were not
available at the time. This was the case with measuring
deformation in the tunnel construction.

Predicting and Measuring Behaviour
Measuring does not guarantee the attainment of the research
goals. In order to assess measuring results, feedback from pre-
viously made predictions is needed. This is especially the case
when the measuring result is the outcome of a complex pro-
cess with several input parameters. For example, the pressure
that needs to be exercised on the cutting wheel to make it
rotate is dependent on the penetration depth of the cutting
teeth and the behaviour of the soil plug in the middle of the
face of the TBM. Measuring the value of this force does not
sufficiently explain the underlying processes without exami-
ning and possibly quantifying them.

In retrospect, some assumptions turned out to be invalid
because actual process parameters such as TBM face pressure,
grout pressure and the positioning of the cutting teeth did not
match the expectations. In order to evaluate these measure-
ments properly, those instances needed to be recalculated
(back analysis) using actual process parameters. The predic-
tions are summarised in Prediction Report KIOO-04,and the
instrumentation and measurements are summarised in the
Instrumentation and Measuring Report KIOO-OS.

Evaluation of the Measuring Results
The evaluation of the measuring results mainly consisted of
comparing the predictions with the measurements. The main
goal of this evaluation was to obtain answers with respect to
the research questions, in order to increase the technical
understanding of the tunnelling process. In addition, by
making this comparison, accurate and deep understanding of
the value of current calculation models can be gained.
Accordingly, models that turn out to be insufficient will have

to be improved. Planning the evaluation process was connec-
ted to planning the boring process, with evaluations being
conducted at various times and levels.The following interme-
diate evaluations were distinguished:

Third-order evaluatiop: a quick evaluation the moment
measurement data became available. These evaluations
were intended to recognise, in a timely manner, failure in
the instrumentation and/or data acquisition and to provi-
de a first communication of results. This type of evalu-
ation was conducted at the project site. Third-order eva-
luations were conducted in six longer periods of time,
each lasting approximately a week, whenever the TBM

114

passed critical spots or measuring instruments. At these
times, when necessary, the site hut was attended 24 hours
per day by the project organisation and representatives of
the contractors, permitting direct processing of the geo-
technical, bore technological and tunnel construction
measurements.
Second-order evaluation: intermediate evaluation when-
ever a certain measuring range was passed. These
evaluations were conducted a few weeks after every TBM
crossing and consisted of assessing and, when necessary,
correcting rough measurement data; displaying the
results graphically; and comparing the measurement data
with the predictions. The goal of second-order evaluation
was to be able to provide adequate recommendations for
the next measuring distance, and to gain initial insight
into the quality and the accuracy of the predictions.
First-order evaluation: definitive and extensive evaluation
of the measuring results. These evaluations consisted
mainly of a critical analysis of the prediction models
based on a comparison'with the measuring results, and a
closer examination of the validity of the prediction
models. When necessary, back analysis, consisting of,
recalculations of the measured behaviour, was conducted
using altered assumptions.

Evaluations are summarised in Evaluation Report KIOO-06.

4.3 Embedding in other Research

CUR/COB Commission KIOOpaid considerable attention to
lateral connections with other research on bored tunnels.
Within the framework of the COB, relations were established
with the following research projects:

K200 Re-use of soil: use of measurement data from both
sides.
L400 Vibrations: part of the research on TBM-induced
vibrations has been carried out by KIOO.
LSOOCalculation models for bored tunnels: the
measurement data from the Second Heinenoord Tunnel
and evaluation of the data strongly directed further
development of the calculation models.
LlOO Process of boring tunnels and pipes: the instru-
mentation of the TBM was also determined on the basis
of a need for pilot testing of the behavioural models
developed by MIOO.These models were also used for the
formulation of predictions, particularly related to
excavating, mixing and transporting soil.
K300 Pilot Project Botlek Railway Tunnel: the research
objectives that could not be realised for the Second
Heinenoord Tunnel have been incorporated in this
second pilot research project. These include research into
cross connections, EPB8 shield tunnelling, and tunnel
behaviour under dynamic loads.

8 EPB =Earth Pressure Balance.

Large-scale Pilot Research Project on Bored Tunnels



The project organisation "North/South Metro Line" conduc-
ted the work for a project involving test piles on the northern
river bank. With respect to the construction of the new
North/South Metro Line in Amsterdam, the influence of tun-
nelling on the closely situated piled foundations thus could be
analysed accordingly. The measurement results of this exami-
nation and their evaluation have been incorporated in the
CUR/COB KIOOresearch. Another test important to the con-
struction of the Metro Line was performed using a falling
weight to simulate the nuisance of vibrations caused by the
metro.

The Civil Engineering Division of the Ministry of Transport,
Public Works and Water Management, the Technical
University Delft, and the joint venture TCH all used this pilot
project for their individual objectives outside of the
COB/KIOO programme. These included experimental
research into the application of steel fibre concrete, research
into the TBM as a possible source of vibration for seismic
obstruction detection, closer examination of joint material,
and additional deformation measurements in the tunnel.

Total survey of measurements.
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5. Implementing the pilot project

5.1 Instrumentation and Measuring Programme

A large number of experiments and measurements were con-
ducted to achieve the research targets described in Chapter 3.
The framework of measuring, instrumentation and experi-
ments is described in KIOO-Ol Instrumentation and
Measuring Plan. Prior to applying the instrumentation and
data acquisition systems, elaborate specifications were drafted
to supply useful measuring results. The instrumentation was
applied in the TBM and in two test sites on both banks of the
river Oude Maas. In addition, instrumentation was imple-
mented in a tunnel ring underneath both test site areas, and
extensive manual measuring and visual observation were
done. The measurements can be subdivided into four
different types: bore technological, geotechnical, tunnel
constructional, and other measurements.
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A. l\orthern test site

- B. Southern test site

C. l\orthern test ring

D. Southern test ring

E. Measurements TBM

.--1 F. Deformation measurements

G. Measurements separation plant
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A. Mixing chamber measurements:
. Pressure
.Temperature

. Slurry level

B. Cutting wheel measurements:
. Torque

. Rotation speed

. Rotation direction

. Position of the cutting wheel

. Jack forces

. Position of the jacks

C. Thrust jacks measurements:
. Position and force

D. Supply pipe measurements:
. Density

. Discharge

E. Transport pipe measurements:
. Density

. Discharge

. Pressure

F. Grout injection measurements:
. Pressure

. Discharge

G. Data acquisition system with a measuring frequency

of 1Hz

H. Excavated soil:
. Discharge measuring

. Content

~

Instruments in the TBM.
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Eastern tunncltube
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Survey of test sites and the position of the test rings

(upper: longitudinal section, bottom: view from above).

5.1.1 Bore Technological Measuring

Instrumentation and Data Acquisition in Bore Technology

The measuring instrumentation can roughly be divided into
three parts:

regular measuring, executed by the contractor joint
venture TCH.
(automatic) measuring by COB Commission KIOO.
non-automatic measuring: registering process data and
measurements of the cutting teeth.

Regular Measuring Executed by the TCH

The contractors supplied a large quantity of measurements,
including:

199i mm a

bentonite level and pressure.
pressure and movement of the jacks.
working pressure and rpm of the cutting wheel.
pressure and number of grout injections in the tail of the
TBM.
pressure, discharge and density in pipes and the rpm
of pumps to supply bentonite and remove excavated
material.

x, y,and z co-ordinatesas a function of time of the TBM.

(Automatic) Measuring by COB Commission KlOO

In addition to the measurements done by the contractor, the
following measurements were performed:

slurry pressure at various locations at the front and back
of the cutting wheel.
density of the slurry in the supply pipe and of the
mi.,ture of excavated soil and slurry in the transportation
pipe, by means of a radioactive density meter.

difference in pressure in the transportation pipe,
measuredby meansof pressuremeasuring.
bentonite level in the working chamber.
temperature of the slurry.
angle of the cutting wheel in transverse direction.

Non-automatic Measuring

These measurements include:
Process data related to the implementation of the bore
process in general and additional comments in particular.
The most important process data are the times of boring,
ring construction or TBM standstill;data on the use of
overcutters and on grout injections; and possible
additional observations.
Wear of the cutting teeth, by comparing shape, weight
and hardness of the teeth at the start and at the end of
every bored section.

0 d mj (1998)n
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Time span measuring programme.
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Instrumentation of tcst rings.

A. Deformation measurements test ring

B. Main system

C. Theodolite measurements deformations of the tunnel

D. Strain gauges

E. Earth pressure boxes

The data acquisition unit was mounted on the cutting wheel,
close to the gauges, transforming analogue into digital
measuring data.

Measuring Programme Bore Technology

Measuring took place during the entire tunnelling process,
whereas the transcription of rough data into useful physical
quantities was limited to six previously selected sub-domains.

A double system was chosen to transfer the digital data from

the rotating cutting wheel to the stationary part of the TBM.

This allowed for the possibility of falling back on the second

system in case the first one failed. The systems that were selec-

ted included:

wireless transfer of data, via radio, and

transfer through electrical cables via a set of slip rings.

5.1.2. Geotechnical Measuring

In order to be able to perform geotechnical measurements,
test sites measuring 75 by 50m2 were commissioned on both
banks of the river Oude Maas. These test sites contained
extensive instrumentation, as indicated in the table on the
following page. The measuring instruments, excluding the
markers and inclinometers, were connected to the data regis-

:
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boring the first tunnel tube

measuring first (Western) tube, ?\orthern riverbank (geotechnical test site)

measuring first (Western) tube, below the river Oude Maas, when boring sand layer number 32

measuring first (Western) tube, below the river Oude Maas, when boring clay layer number 3SA9

measuring first (Western) tube, Southern riverbank (geotechnical test site)

measuring boring the second tunnel tube

measuring the second (Eastern) tunnel tube, Southern riverbank (geotechnical test site)

measuring the second (Eastern) tunnel tube, ?\orthern riverbank (geotechnical test site)

9 Leakage in the seal of the tail and face instability led to an irregular tunneling process. There were days

when only short distances were bored and time periods at which TBYI standstill occured.
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A. Markers
B. Inclinometers
C. Extensometer
D. Water pressure measuring instrument at the face of the TBM
E. Earth pressure boxes
F. Piezometers
G. Point of reference
H. Set up point
I. Data acquisition box

Survey of geotechnical instruments.
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Measurements Instruments Number Registration

Horizontal deformation inclinometers 2x4 manual

Vertical deformations extensometers (anchored bars) 2x5 automatic

Surface settlements (vertical) levelling instrument and marker 2 x approx. 50 manual

Surface settlements (horizontal) theodolite and tachy meters 2x4 manual

Water pressure in front of the water-pressure gauges, which are 2x3 automatic

TBM face "swallowed" by the TBM

Earth and water pressure earth pressure boxes in 3 perpendicular directions, 4 °) automatic

and water-pressure gauges placed in the borehole

Tide-measurements water-pressure gauge 1 automatic

Air pressure measuring pressure meter 1 automatic

Piezometer observations piezometer 1 °) manual

°) In the :-:orthern test site only

Part B: Organising and implementing
the pilot project

tration devices, which were read, in order, by the computer.
Communication with this computer was established by a
wireless phone connection (Southern test site) or by cable
(Northern test site). Measurements were taken during the
crossing of the TBM. Before the TBM crossed each test site,
reference measuring was conducted; these measurements
served as a starting point for calculating vertical and horizon-
tal deformations of the surface and the soil.

5.1.3 Tunnel Construction Measuring

The measuring instrumentation can be divided into two
parts:

instrumentation of two tunnel rings to determine the
load on the tunnel and the forces acting on the segments,
and;

A1ltomatically operating distance meter (tad:y meter).

short-term and long-term deformation measuring of the
tunnel tube.

Test Rings
As described above, geotechnical test sites were equipped on
the northern and southern banks of the river Oude Maas. The
tunnel itself also carried instrumentation at these two loca-
tions. The first ring was erected below the Northern test site;
the second was located underneath the Southern test area.
Both rings were placed in the western tunnel tube (there were
no test rings in the eastern tunnel tube). The rings consisted
of seven segments containing instruments and one key seg-
ment. Both rings contained identical instrumentation, except
for the key segment in the Southern test ring, in which six
gauges were added. Instrumentation of the test rings was as
follows:
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On the longitudinal axis of each of the seven segments
(for each test ring), ten gauges (so-called strain gauges)
were built in - six in the transverse direction and four in
the longitudinal direction. These gauges were connected
to the steel reinforcements of a tunnel segment.
At si.\: locations in the test ring, sets of displacement
gauges were implemented in order to determine joint
displacement. Each set consisted of three displacement
gauges: one to examine the axial joint displacement
between two rings (in longitudinal direction); one to
examine the radial joint displacement of the gauge
between two rings (perpendicular to the longitudinal
direction); and one to examine the transversal joint dis-
placement within the test ring in between two segments.
In addition to the above, each segment in the test ring
received two external pressure boxes.

Two data acquisition systems were installed near the test ring.
Each system registered approximately half of the measure-
ments. The data acquisition units were connected by cable to
the measuring computer in the site hut of the project area.
Eventually,the following measuring results were presented for
each segment, measuring session, and test ring:

joint displacement,
grout pressure,
axial normal forces,
transverse normal forces,
local axial bending moments, and
transverse bending moments.

The fact that the Northern test ring was very sensitive to tem-
perature fluctuations in the area became evident after measu-
ring over a period of approximately IS months. Accordingly,
all measuring results had to be corrected aftel"\vardsin order
to incorporate the above-mentioned temperature effects.

Short-term Deformation Measuring of the Tunnel Tube

At the geotechnical test site on the Southern river bank,
the displacement of three newly installed tunnel rings was
measured in both tunnel rings. The aim was to determine
deformation in and directly behind the TBM. Since
measuring was started immediately after constructing the
segments (meaning that the segments were still inside the
TBM), valuable information on deformations of the lining
during the tunnelling process was collected.

The displacements of a large number of measuring points
(four per segment) were recorded by automatic distance
meters (tachymeters), for three perpendicular directions.
These tachymeters were attached to the lining at various
places.

Long-term Deformation Measuring of the Tunnel Tube

Long-term deformation measuring of the tunnel tube
consisted of:

Settlement measuring, to establish the vertical movement
of both tunnel tubes. The worst settlement was observed
in the first few weeks after construction, after which the
tunnel tube stabilised in the soil. Settlement measurement
was conducted in a conventional manner, by means of
continuous levelling with the use of levelling instruments
and markers in both tunnel tubes.
Deformation measuring, to determine the deformation
of the cross-sections of the tunnel (taking on an oval
shape). By measuring the tunnel profiles with a distance
meter, tunnel deformations could be determined.
Determining horizontal deformations in order to assess
transverse movement of the first bored tube during
construction of the second bored tube. This also served as
an inspection of settlement measurements. The positions
of several reference points were measured by means of
horizontal and vertical measuring and by electronic
distance measuring.

5.1.4 Other Measurements

Value of Excavated Soil Re-use

In co-operation with CUR/COB Commission K200, the

excavated soil was examined to establish its recycle value.

Excavated soil.
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The examination included the following measurements:
moisture content,
percentage of bentonite,
number of different soils per type of soil,
rheological characteristics of the slurry,
environmentally protective qualities, and
grain size distribution.

The measuring data are reported and evaluated in the COB
sub-project K200.

Measuring Vibration
Using seismic obstruction detection, the Technical University
of Delft researched the TBM as a source of vibration. In addi-
tion, vibration measurements were conducted in co-opera-
tion with CUR/COB Commission L400 during the crossing of
the TBM under the southern river bank. Measuring was con-
ducted simultaneously in the soil, on the surface and in the
TBM. The objective was to gain insight into hindrance caused
by vibration with respect to tunnelling, and to identify the

most important causes of this hindrance.

Measuring the Thickness of the Grout Shell

An attempt was made to measure the thickness of the grout
shell embracing the tunnel lining by means of radar. Because
of the disturbance created by the steel reinforcement in the
tunnel, this attempt did not provide satisfactory results.

5.2 Experiences with Implementation of the Pilot Project

Commissioning the Assignments
The construction work for this pilot project was contracted
to various parties. This was a time-consuming process,
as the work was divided into small portions and had to be
co-ordinated. The various parties' need to acquaint them-
selves with the project was time-consuming. This loss of time
was compensated for by the fact that manpower available in
the relevant research fields in the Netherlands could be used.
A major advantage of this method was the enormous spread
of knowledge amongst COB participants, which is in line
with the objectives of the COB. Additionally, the co-operation
of institutes of knowledge (such as laboratories, universities,
and research institutes) and engineering agencies provided a
good mix of theoretical and practical research on the project
within the Commission. The way in which the work was
divided resulted in a strong network of knowledge and a
break with traditional distinctions between various
disciplines within the field of civil engineering. This is
particularly important in the process of tunnelling because
disciplines such as tunnelling technology, geotechnology and
tunnel construction interact strongly.
In providing supervision and co-ordination,
organisation played an important role in
executing the tasks.

the project
adequately

I
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Tuning the Construction Process to the Pilot Research
In implementing a pilot project such as the Second
Heinenoord Tunnel, tension typically arises between the con-
tractors, who need to finish the project within a certain time
span, and the researchers, who need to execute the research
programme. Therefore, in order to satisfy both programmes,
co-ordinating meetings of the three parties involved
-contractor, principal (Bouwdienst of the Ministry of
Transport, Public Works and Water Management) and
CUR/COB Commission KIOO-were held. During the testing
period, these meetings were held on a daily basis.

This co-ordination turned out to be very successful for
implementation of the monitoring programme. Although
occasionally the negotiations were tough because of clashing
interests, acceptable solutions were always found within
reasonable time. In future pilot research, it is advisable to pay
thorough attention to communication between the
contractor, principal and researchers. Researchers need to
point out the details of the measuring programme in
advance as much as possible, whereas contractors need to
point out which information will and will not be available.

Risks
Contractors as well as researchers run risks during pilot pro-
ject research. Conducting measuring can result in delays or
additional costs for contractors, whereas researchers can see
their measurements fail as a result of the construction pro-
cess. Therefore, an attempt was made to define both risks cle-
arly and assign them accordingly to the parties involved. In
advance, thorough attention was paid to possible measures to
prevent serious damage or to minimise the already existing
damage. This approach worked well in practice. The situation
of the backup train of the TBM damaging the wires of the test
ring serves as a good example. Spare wires were connected
within eight hours, because the incident had been reported to
the people involved and the spare wires had been kept at the
construction site as a preventive measure.

large-scale Pilot Research Project on Bored Tunnels



Part C:
Results of the
pilot project
6. Predicted behaviour of soil and tunnel in

the bore process

6.1 General Remarks
The value of the measurements and experiments for this pilot
project increased because the results were predicted in advan-

ce by means of calculation models and, occasionally, estima-
tions or experiments. By comparing the predicted behaviour
with the observed behaviour, immediate understanding of the
limitations of the existing design and calculation models
could be gained. The predictions are summarised in predic-
tion report K100-04. Often, a prediction is made up of a range
of possible measurements following from sensitivity
measurements of certain input parameters. These sensitivity
measurements are particularly important when the
measuring results follow from a complex process in which
various initially unknown input parameters playa prominent
part. In addition to the previously described function as a
basis of knowledge based on measuring, predictions were
also used to correct the measuring and instrumentation
programmes. Some predictions could not be validated by
measuring, e.g. those measurements that ultimately were not
executed, or the predictions of the safety margins for failure
mechanisms (e.g. floating or moving upwards of the tunnel)
which, fortunately, did not occur.

6.2 Assumptions for the Predictions
Existing national and international models were the starting
point for the predictions. Collecting the models and applying
them to the Second Heinenoord Tunnel is an important result
of the pilot project in its own right. To permit a comparison,
a clear, unambiguous set of input parameters was used.
Obviously, expected values were used for the input parame-

ters without using safety margins.

Little was known about some input parameters when the
project was still in the prediction phase. These include the
so-called process parameters, such as grout pressure, face
pressure, and final configuration of the cutting teeth. For the
duration of the pilot project, these parameters were recorded
as often as possible. In some cases, the recorded process para-
meters provided justification for correcting the prediction of
the evaluation phase.
Additional research was conducted for some other input
parameters. This included:

research on the characteristics of the slurry, particularly
the viscosity, its penetration in sand, and the behaviour
of clay when in contact with slurry (erosion and
disintegration).

analysis of the loss of volume when boring, which strong-
ly influences the calculation of surface deformations. The

most important contributions were the unloading at the
face, the accidental or intentional cutting of the soil, the
cone-shaped TBM, and the incomplete tail.
examination of uncertainties about different layers of the
soil profile. The main attempt was to quantify doubts
about the properties of these layers.
experimental research on the shear stresses between tun-
nel and soil, with particular attention to the setting of the
grout and the grout flow into the surrounding soil.
laboratory testing of the tunnel segments, particularly
focusing on determining the behaviour of the joints
between the segments in the longitudinal as well as ring
direction. The influence of the bolts was also examined.
The joints betWeen the segments were loaded on the flat
area as well as on the curves.

6.3 Predictions in the Field of Bore Technology
In line with the research targets, predictions were made with
respect to face stability, the equilibrium of forces during exca-
vation, and the efficiency of the boring process.

Predictions were made of the processes taking place in the
mixing chamber, resulting in pressure distribution of the
slurry at the face when boring in different sand and clay
layers. These predictions focused on face stability.
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Part C: Results of the pilot project

Calculations of the jack force and torques needed to
rotate the cutting wheel showed the soil plug at the inter-
section of the spokes of the cutting wheel to be the most
unstable factor. Predictions resulted in an extremely wide
range of forces and torques needed, depending on the
assumptions of the way the soil plug would be pushed
away.This range was so wide as to result in the conclusion
that, for very unfavourable assumptions, the available
axial jack forces would be insufficient. The quantitative
value of predicting the jack forces and torques was very
limited, since the configuration of the cutting teeth was
altered significantly by the contractor at the last moment,
after the predictions had been made.
The description of the efficiency of the boring process
focused on the wear of the cutting teeth and the
efficiency of the pumps and pipes. This was expressed in
pressure parameters in the mixing chamber and the pipes,
and in the current velocity and consistency of the clean
slurry and used slurry. Wear is heavily influenced by the
cutting depth, which was not calculated in advance; and
by the shape and configuration of the cutting elements,
which deviated in reality from the sketches used for the
predictions. Therefore, those predictions have only a
qualitative value.

The results of the predictions described above and the com-
parison with the measurements are discussed in detail in
chapter 8.

6.4 Predictions in the Geotechnical Field
Predictions were mainly made about deformations and stres-
ses in the soil surrounding the tunnel. Additionally, a few
extraordinary situations were analysed, such as the decrease
in the slurry level in the mixing chamber. Also, the influence
of the tunnel on the rise of the water table was examined, as
was the safety with regard to the floating and moving
upwards of the tunnel and breaking up of the soil above the
tunnel.

Predictions showed that the excavation face would remain
stable as long as the pressure on the face remained slight-
ly higher than the actual water table pressure. In the event

of accessing the working chamber of the TBM, the stabi-
lity below both geotechnical test sites was guaranteed,
provided that the bentonite suspension level was not
reduced below the tunnel axis (in German: halb
Absenkung). If the bentonite suspension level needed to
be lowered to the bottom of the tunnel (in German: voll
Absenkung), the stability at the Northern test site could

no longer be guaranteed.
For calculated surface settlements, the effects of the tail of
the TBM, possible heaving of the soil, and the buoyant
force of the groundwater on the tunnel turned out to be
important.
With regard to the construction phase and the operation
phase, the predictions showed no danger of the tunnel
floating and moving upwards, or of the soil above tunnel
breaking up. The soil breaking up due to the vertical

Model container of geccentrifuge and tunnel mcdel.
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deformation (i.e. the tunnel becoming egg-shaped)
appears to be an unrealistic failure mode under normal
conditions.
In addition, it was predicted that the tunnel's effect on the
regional groundwater flow would be negligible and that
the construction of a second tunnel tube would have
minimal effect on the first tunnel tube.
The relation bet\lIeen face pressure and soil deformations
was examined by using a geocentrifuge. In a first test, the
slurry pressure, supporting the actual excavation, was
lowered slowly until the level at which the soil gave way at
the face of the TBM was reached. Location, size and shape
of the failed soil wedge were established with the support
of coloured layers of sand incorporated in the soil model.
In a second test, slurry pressure was raised to the maxi-
mum possible level at which the soil did not give way.This
process did not result in deformations of the surface. The
agreement between the results of the centrifuge testing
and the calculation models was good.

Aspects such as surface settlements, deformations and stress

changes surrounding the tunnel, and the influence of the

second tube on the first, are detailed further in the evaluation

in chapter 9.
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6.5 Predictions in the Field of Tunnel Construction
In the field of tunnel construction, stress changes and
deformations were predicted for the transverse as well as
longitudinal direction. Chapter 10 elaborates on the
comparison of these predictions with the measurements and
the assessment of the prediction models that were used.
From the other predictions it was concluded that:

the grout layer had a marginal influence on the occurring
cross-section pressures;
possible leakage of the tunnel lining led to changes in the
acting forces only when discharges (> IOm3/day,per metre
of tunnel) were large; and
second-order effects were marginal for the examined
sections in the Northern and Southern test sites.

6.6 Predictions in the Field of Vibrations and the
Environment

The vibration measurements conducted in this pilot project
have been used for validating the prediction model developed
by CUR/COB Commission L400. In the Botlek Railway
Tunnel pilot project, considerable attention was paid to
vibrations and dynamic behaviour. Hindrance caused by
vibrations was considered to be an unimportant factor in the
Second Heinenoord Tunnel project because of the considera-
ble distance to the surrounding area and because the tunnel
will be used for slow traffic. Therefore, no predictions in the
field of vibrations were made. In examining environmental
effects, the recycle value of the excavated soil was the main
research objective. The estimated volume of the excavated soil
was at least 100,000 m3, excluding shafts and ramps("at least"
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Part C: Results of the pilot project

meaning that the original layers of soil will not be compressed
after dumping of the excavated soil). For bored tunnels, the
volumes of the excavated soil are so large as to become a
major cost factor, especially when re-use of the soil is im-
possible. The evaluation of the measurements and the
presentation of the predictions were conducted by CUR/COB
Commission K200.

7. Measuring results

7.1 Implementing and Processing the Measurements
Paragraph 5.1 described the instrumentation and measuring
programme. Measuring was concentrated on the crossing of
the TBM under the geotechnical test sites of the northern and
southern banks of the river Oude Maas. However, measuring
was also conducted at the face when boring under the river
Oude Maas. Measurements in the test rings of the tunnel
lining will continue to be taken until 2002. Separate sub-
reports present measurements for different test sites. For the
evaluation of the measurements of the sub-areas of bore tech-
nology, geotechnology and tunnel construction, the relevant

results will be discussed quantitatively (see chapters 8,9, and
10). Measurement report KI00-05 summarises details of the
instrumentation, mounting the instruments, conducting the
measuring, the occurrence of disruptions, and changes that
were made. The complete measurement data have been made
digitally available to the COB by the various executing parties.
In this way, these data are available for further analyses.

7.2 Experience Acquired with the Instruments and
Measurements

Measurements for Bore Technology

General Remarks

Formulating specifications for the measurements at the TBM

turned out to be problematic because the research objectives

were highly abstract. These objectives therefore had to be

stated in concrete form first. Additionally, predictions were

unavailable when the specifications were drawn up.

PressureDistribution in the Mixing Chamber
Significant fluctuations of the reference point occurred in the
pressure gauges of the mixing chamber for the duration of the
complete tunnelling process. Therefore, the measurements
were corrected by intermediate calibrations.
It can be concluded that the effort to reliably determine the

pressure distribution in the mixing chamber was successful.
For future projects, the specifications of the gauges have to be
adjusted.

I
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Equilibrium of Forces of the TBM in Longitudinal and

Transverse Direction

Determining the equilibrium of forces in both longitudinal
and transverse direction was complicated, as not all of
the contributors to this equilibrium could be measured
in practice.

Water Pressure in front of the Face of the TBM

Water-pressure gauges in the face of the TBM, used during

the crossing of the TBM, functioned well. The measurements

have provided an understanding of the processes that occur at

the face of the TBM.

Wear of the Cutting Elements

During and after the tunnelling process, wear of the cutting
elements was observed. These predictions could be tested
only partially because a number of influential parameters
were not determined by measuring.

Efficiency of Pumps and Pipes
The radioactive density meter functioned well. However,
sufficient attention has to be paid to calibration measuring

after the instrument is mounted.

MeasuringPeriod and Measuring Frequency
The measurements conducted by the builders of the first tube
became available only during the boring periods, whereas the
COB instruments were available continuously. With respect
to the evaluation of the measurements, it would have been
useful if all the measurement instruments could have been
used continuously.

Data Acquisition and Data Processing

Systems for both data acquisition and data processing worked

very well. Data transmission via the slip ring functioned

without any disruptions, whereas the radio transmission

showed occasional disruptions.

Measurements of Geotechnology

Geotechnical Soil Examination

The geotechnical soil examination consisted of:
107 CPT, 18 boreholes, four of which using the
Begemannlo sampler, and five piezometers;

in-situ tests, consisting of four vane tests, three pressio-
meter tests, six dilatometer tests, two monopool tests, and
electrical density tests in two cross-sections;
a large number of classification tests and 79 determi-
nations of grain size distribution;
56 determinations of the plasticity index;
23 compression tests, 24 undrained and 16 drained
triaxial tests;
6 direct shear tests of clay samples;
22 determinations of the activity of clay samples

10 Dutch test examining the soil structure by lifting a column of soil from the earth.
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according to Skempton; and

several determinations of the percentage of humus and

calcium, pH, shape of the grain, and minimum and maxi-

mum density.

Soil mechanics site and laboratory testing proved to have

been adequate following completion of this project. The use

of in-situ techniques in order to determine the stiffness and

porous characteristics of the soil proved to be of great value.

In conventional triaxial testing, stress changes as a result of

boring are not simulated. Accuracy of such tests is minimal

for small strain levels that occur in reality. These effects have

to be taken into account when interpreting the triaxial tests,

or adjusted test procedures and test erections (such as a

triaxial extension test) have to be used. Seismic techniques

can provide a more continuous picture of the soil. These tech-

niques are being examined and evaluated further within the

framework of other COB research. Generating a three-

dimensional picture of the soil is advisable. Two-dimensional

reproduction by means of geotechnical longitudinal and

cross-sections turned out to be too limited.

Markers and Fixed Points

The selected method (manual levelling of the markers)

functioned properly. Inaccuracy of levelling was approxima-

tely Imm, which did not comply with the specifications and

was caused by climatic influences and vibrations of the TBY1.

Recently, systems for automatic measuring have become ope-

rational. It is highly likely that these systems will be preferred

in future applications because of their higher measuring fre-

quency and the possibility of extending the number of points

to be measured. In the current project, measurements at one

fixed point, in relatively close proximity to the tunnel tube,

were taken at each test site. In the Southern test site, the fixed

point showed a significant variation of 2mm. Accordingly, it

would be advisable to set a minimum of two fixed points at

each test site and to connect these to at least 3 :\'AP levels.

Measuring Horizontal Deformation with Inclinometers

Y1easuring with the inclinometer turned out to be inaccurate.

Determining the top of the inclinometer introduced an

inaccuracy similar to that of the occurring horizontal

deformations. When the specifications were formulated, a

minimum distance of 2 metres to the tunnel tube was

maintained in order to exclude risks with respect to the

continuity of the boring process. Because the results were

favourable, this distance could even be lessened. The above is

also applicable to measuring vertical deformation.

Measuring Vertical Deformation with Extensometers

The selected system, intended to determine automatically the

vertical deformations of anchored rods, met the specified

requirements. Y1easurements were conducted at six depth

levels between the tunnel tubes. In retrospect, this turned out

to be too extensive. Above the tunnel tubes, measurements

were taken at two depth levels. which proved to be very

valuable in gaining insight into the loss of volume when

boring in relation to surface settlements. Extending the

number of instruments and raising the measurement

frequency in the crossing of the TBY1 would seem to be

useful in future projects.

Measuring Earth and Water Pressure with the use of

Stress Monitoring Stations

Y1easuring earth pressure is extremely difficult because instal-

ling the instruments in the soil will disturb the soil structure.

Both the construction of the borehole, which causes some soil

arching in the adjacent soil, and filling the hole with (in this

case) bentonite after the instruments have been placed, are

major influences on this process. When earth pressure cells

are being pushed away, the pushing aside of the soil also

causes disturbance. Although the soil pressure cells of the

Second Heinenoord Tunnel were calibrated by the manufac-

turer, this has no relation to the accuracy attained after the

instruments are placed in the soil. It has to be mentioned that

the absolute values of the measured earth pressure were

unreliable. However, the measured changes of the earth

pressure as a result of the boring process were consistent with

other measurements, such as horizontal deformation

measurements and grout pressure measurements. These

observations turned out to be an important factor in gaining

an improved understanding of the effects of the tunnelling

process on the surrounding soil.

Measuring Water Pressure in front of the Face of the TBM

Using this type of measuring, in which the water-pressure
meters were "swallowed" by the TBY1, much attention was

paid to finding ways of preventing possible blow-out or the

TBY1 jamming on gauges and cables. The instruments were

adjusted in a borehole according to a special procedure, and

they were sealed carefully afterwards. This method of

measuring functioned well and could be used again in similar

circumstances.

Data Acquisition Systems

The data acquisition systems on both the northern and the

southern river banks functioned well. However, as a result of

external factors (e.g. power failure), some repairs were neces-

sary. The modem on the southern riverbank transferring data

to the computer on the northern river bank worked

insufficiently as a result of the poor coverage of the GSY1

network at the Southern test site. However, this did not result

in loss of data.
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Part C: Results of the pilot project

Measuring Tunnel Construction

Gauges Embedded in Concrete

In order to measure strain in both longitudinal and transverse
direction, strain gauges were installed. One pair of strain gau-
ges was implemented per section. Since there is no constant
strain situation in the tunnel ring, it is advisable to implement
a minimum of two pairs of strain gauges per section in the
future. Near and within the key segment, a greater number of
instruments is desirable because pressure concentrations may
cause strong deviating strains to occur locally. Possible ring-
to-ring interaction is also significant and can be examined by
instrumenting two rings next to each other, concentrating the
instrumentation in the vicinity of the key segment. The strain
gauges embedded in concrete turned out to be very stable and
reliable. However, the fact that they are affected by changes in
temperature should be incorporated in future calibrations.

Strain gauge embedded in concrete.
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Pressure Boxes Embedded in Concrete

Interpretation of the pressure boxes turned out to be compli-
cated because of temperature-related reading. The mercury in
the pressure boxes is kept from free deformation because it is
enclosed between concrete and grout. As a result, an apparent
increase in pressure occurs when the temperature increases.
This effect is particularly important in the long run, since the
tunnel very slowly heats up. Hence, use of pressure boxes for
long-term measuring is possible only when the enclosure
effects can be corrected. The pressure boxes are suitable for
measurements done directly after grouting, when the injected
grout has not yet set.

Displacement Gauges

The number of joint displacement gauges was insufficient to
gain knowledge of joint behaviour.
However, measurements done using tachymeters were a valu-

able addition to the joint displacement measurements con-
ducted at the Southern test ring.
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determining the efficiency of the tunnelling process,
especially the excavation process and the resulting
mixture in the mixing chamber, the wear of the cutting
teeth, and the efficiency of pumps and pipes.

Data Acquisition Systems
In the first few days following erection of the Northern test
ring, the measuring computer failed occasionally due

to external factors, such as power failure. However, the
resulting loss of data did not cause problems in interpreting
the measurements. This chapter includes a comparison of predictions and

measuring values. Differences are explained and the relevant
prediction models are evaluated. However, a full comparison
between predictions and measurements could not be made
for all cases.

During the boring process, intentionally searching for
instability was obviously not the objective. Nevertheless,
maximum face stability was experimentally determined
(i.e. unintentionally) when face instability occurred
during boring.
It was impossible to determine all forces on and within all
individual parts of the TBM. However, the aim was to
show the relative importance of the main components.

8. Evaluation of the bore technological field

8.1 Introduction

The main research objectives in the field of bore technology
were:

determining face stability, particularly the upper and
lower limits of the support pressure for which the soil
surrounding the face does not collapse. Important in
these determinations are the occurring support pressure,
determined by pressure distribution in the mixing cham-
ber, and the excesspore pressure that may arise in front of
the face of the TBM.
determining the longitudinal and transverse equilibria of
forces when excavating.
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8.2 Face Stability

When the bentonite pressure is lower than the minimum sup-
port pressure, soil and groundwater will flow into the TBM.
When the bentonite pressure is higher than the maximum
support pressure, soil will be pushed away from the front of
the face, creating an equally unstable situation.
Pressure distribution in the mixing chamber, which contains
a mixture of bentonite and excavated soil, determines the
support pressure that occurs. In addition, it is important to be
familiar with the excess pore pressure generated by the TBM
in the surrounding soil, since it might influence stability. In
the case of the Second Heinenoord Tunnel, it turns out that
the minimum and maximum support pressures, taking into
account the influence of excess pore pressures due to tunnel-
ling, are not far apart. As a result, the regulation of support
pressure can vary between narrow margins. This is due to the
shallow location of the tunnel, particularly underneath the
river Oude Maas.

8.2.1 Minimum Support Pressure

Prediction Models

For the predictions, the minimum support pressure was

mainly determined by the calculation model and failure

mechanism developed by Jancsecz.

Assessment of the Prediction Models
When the face has been sealed, groundwater will not flow into
the soil body. Face pressure is transferred directly onto the
grains through the filter cake. The equilibrium, underlying
Jancsecz's method, is valid in this situation. When the face has
not been sealed or has been sealed insufficiently, face pressure
will cause a flow of groundwater through the bentonite.
Although this pressure will not then be transferred onto the
grains, a slurry pressure will be present outside of the
assumed collapse pattern. This means that the face pressure is
only partially available to stabilise the wedge. Therefore,
partial or absent sealing requires a higher face pressure to
balance the sliding soil wedge. In the evaluation phase, this
leads to the derivation of an adjusted calculation model to
calculate the presence of water pressure at the face. By inclu-

Left: Face failure according to jancsecz.

Right: Face stability - With excess pore pressure, the net effective force supporting the face is lower.

the area
experiencing
water pressure is
smaller than the
wedge:
Jancsecz holds.

the domain of
water pressure is
larger than the
wedge:
Jancsecz has to
be adjusted.
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ding the excess pore pressures (due to tunnel-
ling) in front of the face, the minimal required

face pressure will increase by 10% to 20%.

8.2.2 Maximum Support Pressure

Prediction Models
Basically,two types of models are used to deter-
mine maximum support pressure. The first type
determines support pressure by the weight of the
soil above the tunnel and friction with the soil
that is not pushed upward. The second type
calculates the pressure level at which ripping will
occur in the cylindrical or spherical space in the
underground. Both models provide a failure
pressure considerably higher than the pressure
caused by the weight of the soil above the tunnel.
The most conservative calculation models
provide a maximum pressure equalling water
pressure plus a factor of 1.6 times the effective
earth pressure for a tunnel cover of once the dia-
meter of the tunnel. Other models provide pres-
sures 2 to 10 times the weight of the soil above
the tunnel.
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Comparing Predictions with Measuring

Compared to the predictions, face instability at the Second

Heinenoord Tunnel occurred at a relatively low level of pres-

sure. According to the measurement data, the pressure during

this instability pressure equalled water pressure plus 1.0 to 1.1

times the vertical effective earth pressure. Whether the value

is 1.0 or 1.1. depends on the density of the slurry, which is

unknown.

Explaining the Differences between Predictions and

Measuring

As compared to different calculation models, a relatively low

face pressure was measured prior to face instability. This

could have been caused by specific mechanisms that occurred

when working with slurry pressure, in combination with

incomplete sealing. In addition, unexpected inhomogeneity

of the soil could have led to the occurrence of this instability.

Assessment of the Prediction Models

Both models determining the minimum and maximum sup-

port pressure implicitly assume a sealed face completely filled

with slurry. In reality, however, this turned out not to be the

case. A groundwater flow, possibly leading to a lowering of

effective earth pressure and to softening soil, was observed.

On closer evaluation, it was concluded that the theoretically

permissible maximum support pressure during boring was

only slightly higher than the water pressure plus the effective

earth pressure of the soil above the tunnel. The measured
support pressure was well above this value during the first

-

Example of the measured pressures in the mixing chamber.

crossing of the river Oude Maas. \\'hen there is no boring and

the face has been sealed, higher pressures are possible. The
latter could be important when the face has to be put under
air pressure. When the face is partially pressurised, it is
examined beforehand to determine whether the air loss is
limited. A limited air loss means that the face is sealed. The
maximum permissible face pressure is probably higher in this
situation than during boring.

8.2.3 Pressure Distribution in the Mixing Chamber

The average pressure level and the pressure distribution in the
mixing chamber strongly influenced face stability. The meas-
ured pressure distribution was almost linear, from which it
follows that the density in the mixing chamber was almost
uniform.

The absolute value of the density in the mixing chamber did
vary by test site and was considerably higher than was assu-

med in the predictions: Northern test site Ist crossing

-1450kglm3, Southern test site 1st crossing -1290kglm3,
Southern test site 2ndcrossing -1260kglm3, Northern test site
2nd crossing -1390kglm3. Density predictions in the mixing
chamber amounted to 1170kglm3 to 1200kglm3 per test site.
The maximum density predicted during boring through sand
(I495kglm3 in a density current at the face) seems to have

been exceededunder the river OudeMaas.The cutting wheel
torque increased considerably. From the measurements, it can
be concludedthat densitycan be predictedby usinga simple
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dilution calculation. The measured density in the mixing
chamber is significantly higher than in the drainage pipe.
The density in the working chamber is kept lower than in the
mixing chamber, in order to transport the mixture more
easily. To achieve this, bentonite is pumped directly into the
working chamber close to the influx orifice of the discharge
pipe. In the predictions, it was taken as a fact that all bentoni-

te pumped towards the TBM would flow into the mixing
chamber. However, prediction values and in-situ determined
values did not match. When the TBM was crossing the river
Oude Maas the first time, the measured support pressures
proved to be higher than the theoretical maximum support
pressure (according to the latest insights). During the second
crossing, the level of support pressure lay between the mini-
mum and maximum values.

.,
Measured excess pore pressure in front of the face as a function of the

distance and the result of back analysis.
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Measured water overpressure as a function of the

distance to the face versus prediction.

8.2.4 Water Pressures at the Face of the TBM

Predictions showed that boring in clay leads to
excess pore pressures as a consequence of the
groundwater flow from the face of the TBM.
Measurements confirmed this prediction.

Water pressure at the face seems to increase
during boring. In addition, when rings are put in
place and no boring occurs, water pressure at the
face of the TBM decreases to a hydrostatic level.
The measurements were compared with back
analysis by using the same theory as applied to

the prediction. However, for back analysis of the face pressure,
the recorded face pressure was used. The prediction, as well as
the back analysis, were executed for the circumstances during
the boring. For that situation there is a reasonable agreement
between the measurements and the back analysis. The
differences between them, at the moments boring has
stopped, can be explained by the sealing effect of the

bentonite. During boring, sealing is hardly possible because
the penetration speed of bentonite in soil is lower than the
advance speed of the TBM. Therefore, excess pore pressures
in the mixing chamber lead to excess pore pressure at the face
of the TBM during boring. When the ring is assembled and
no boring occurs, a filter cake is built up. This causes the
porosity, as well as the water pressure of the face, to decrease.
Neither prediction nor back analysis took the sealing function
into account, as it could be demonstrated that it does not
occur during the bore process. When the face of the TBM was
at a distance of less than 2.5 metres from the water pressure

gauge in sand, the influence of the teeth on the
cutting wheel was measurable as a fluctuation of
the water pressure. Passing of a cutting tooth did
not result in water underpressure, as expected in
the predictions, but rather in water overpressure.

14

8.3 Balance of Forces in Axial Direction

30

The total axial jack force required follows from
aggregating the following forces:

shield friction,
load on pressure partitions
(bentonite pressure),
load on the bearing chamber,
load on the tail seal,
suppression of the soil plug,
a..xialcutting forces,
load due to the slope of the TBM, and
slope load on the backup train.

35
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shield friction

force on the
cutting wheel

load on the sealing of the tail

jack force

load on the slope of
the TBM and the
backu p train

0 ~orce

The axial forces on the cutting wheel comprise the a"ial ben-
tonite forces in the bearing chamber, the a"ial cutting forces,
and the forces needed to suppress the soil plug in front of the
cutting wheel. In the predictions, the parts of this equilibrium
of forces were calculated as well as possible using different cal-
culations.

Axial forces on the TBM.

Based on measurements, the predictions for
some cross-sections of the first tube were recal-
culated using the measured process parameters as
input.
The resulting balances of forces were compared
to the measured values of the cutting wheel jacks
and the main jacks. The comparison showed that
the total jack force can be calculated fairly accu-
rately, but distinguishing the aforementioned
force components remains problematic. The total
force of the main jacks was of a magnitude of
15MN, whereas the force in the cutting wheel
jacks amounted to 2MN to 2.5MN for the
evaluated rings, which is 10% to 15% of the main
jack force.

Assessing the Prediction Models
The biggest contributor to the total main jack
force (approximately 50%) was the load on the pressure
partition of the TBM, which is easily determined by the
prevailing support pressure.
The load due to the slope of the TBM was minimal and is
relatively easy to calculate accurately.
The load on the tail seal was caused by the injected grout
and can be calculated well from the injection pressure and
the surface pressure.
In order to predict shield friction, various assumptions
were made about the influence of bentonite. The predic-
ted value for the shield friction ranged from 4kPa to

Comparing Predictions with Measurements
Substantial knowledge of the axial balance of forces has been
developed by comparing predictions and measurements.
Agreement between the predictions, which showed wide mar-
gins depending on the calculation assumptions, and the
measurements was moderate.

Explaining the Differences
between Predictions and
Measurements
Important factors in explai-
ning these differences are
the incorrect assumptions
for the process parameters,
such as the prevailing face
pressure, the grout pressure
used in the tail, and the
cutting depth.

Axial balance of forces:

Approximate division of forces in

percentages, deducted from

measurements executed when

boring the first tunnel tube.

Shield friction approximately 30%
Load on the slope of the TBM < 5%
Load on the slope of the backup unit <5%
Load on the scaling of the tail < 5%
Axial cutting wheel forces
approximat~ly 15%

Load on the pressure partition
approximately 50%

!
!
I
I
I
I
I.-

Axial cutting forces approximately 25%
Pushing away of the soil plug < 5%
Force on the bearing chamber
approximately 70% '
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50kPa, which matches a friction force of 900 to 11,000kN
to be overcome. The measured values amounted to
approximately 6500kN (which is approximately 30% of
the total jack forces) without using overcutters. It must be
noted that shield friction could not be determined by
measurements and therefore was determined to be uncer-
tain in the balance of forces. During the second TBM
crossing of the Southern test site, the influence of the use
of overcutters was examined more closely. When using
overcutters, the corrected main jack forces (i.e. the total
main jack forces minus the load on the pressure partition)
decreased by 80%, from 12,OOOkNto approximately
2500kN. Assuming that the a.,ial cutting forces do not
decrease when using overcutters, this means that a large
decrease in shield fric-
tion caused this process
to occur. The force on
the jacks and the torque
of the cutting wheel did
not significantly decrea-
se when overcutters were
used.
Most of the cutting
wheel forces were caused
by bentonite pressure in

the bearing chamber
(approximately 70%).

The cutting wheel can
rotate in two directions,
to enable correction of
the rolling of the TBM.
Accordingly, both sides
of the cutting arms were
equipped with cutting
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100

elements. The first chisel cuts away the soil; the
second one, which is dragging through the soil,
follows at approximately 0.90 metres. Since the
cutting wheel continuously moves forward at a
slow pace, this dragging component pushes away
the soil, probably requiring the largest part of the
remaining 30% of the cutting wheel force. This
mechanism also causes a clay or sand plug to
emerge between the cutting elements. Visual exa-
mination of the cutting wheel showed this, in
addition to the fact that the spoke was less worn
between cutting elements than at places not con-
taining cutting the spoke was less worn between
cutting elements than at places not containing
cutting elements. From measurements of the
water pressure, it followed that the dragging,
non-cutting elements scrape the soil (including
bentonite).

It was highly unlikely for a soil plug to emerge when
boring in sand. This is partly explained by the low level of
forces. In clay, a soil plug may have emerged, but this is
not certain as it could not be verified by research.
It turned out that it was easier to manage the TBM when
using overcutters, as indicated by the reduced eccentricity
of the jack forces. Improved manageability is the result. In
addition, when using overcutters the normal force and
the bending moment executed on the tunnel lining are
smaller, decreasing the likelihood of damaging the tunnel
segments.

FO
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B
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D

C D
Main jacks

E F G
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8.4 Balance of Forces in Tangential Direction

Prediction Models
The transverse forces on the TBM consist of four compo-
nents:

cutting torque of the face,
cutting torque of the overcutters,
soil plug torque, and
mixing torque.

The total torque, or the total transverse force, is the aggregate
of these components and equals the sum of the torque in the
groups of main jacks and the shield friction of the TBM.

Comparing Predictions and Measurements
From the measurements, it can be seen that the total torque is
nearly completely distributed by the sets of main jacks onto
the lining. The transverse friction along the shield of the TBM
is of less importance. This was not included in the predic-
tions, which did include the assumption that the maximum
friction along the shield would be more than sufficient to pre-
vent rotation. The total measured cutting wheel torque varied
periodically between 400kNm and 800kNm, with an average
of approximately 600kNm. This figure is higher than the pre-
dictions assuming the absence of a soil plug in front of the
shield, which were in the range of 200kNm to 700kNm.

Assessing the Prediction Models
The mi.xing torque, caused by the resistance experienced
by the rotating cutting wheel in the mixing chamber, is a
negligible factor.
Based on measurements, two remaining factors cannot be
differentiated. These are the cutting torque of the cutting
elements and the overcutters, and the moment caused by
the occurrence of the soil plug. Another important
component is the cutting torque, i.e. the dragging, non-
cutting elements pushing the soil away. Because a soil
plug will not occur in sand, the soil plug torque can be

dismissed. In clay, this phenomenon may indeed occur;
however, it was not observed with absolute certainty.

During the second crossing of the Northern test site, the rela-
tion between the total cutting wheel torque, the cutting wheel
force and the cutting depth was examined (cutting depth
being the quotient of the speed of the TBM and the rpm of
the cutting wheel). By boring a number of rings with both
corrected progression speed and rpm, a set of data was
obtained for a wide range of cutting depths. From the
measurements it can be concluded that an approximately
linear relation exists between the cutting wheel torque, the
cutting wheel force and the cutting depth. This linear relation
had been predicted in the prediction phase.

2000

1500

1000

z _
00~:>

J

Three-dimensional projection of the relation between cutting depth,

cutting wheel forces and cutting wheel torque.

8.5 Efficiency of the Boring Process

8.5.1 Wear of the Cutting Teeth

The prediction of the wear of the cutting teeth is based on
"Archard's wear law", in which the wear of the face elements
is made dependent on the soil properties, the load (contact
pressure), the material properties and the design of the ele-
ments. The cutting wheel of the TBM was equipped with
31 cutting teeth (including two overcutters) that had been
mounted in various locations. These cutting teeth were made
from a steel container that holds a set of teeth of hard steel
(tungsten carbide). For the first tunnel tube, two sets of
cutting teeth were used. The first set bored through the first
2 metres of the sealing plug in the (entry) shaft. The second
set was used to bore the remaining part of the tunnel, inclu-
ding through the Southern sealing plug. Wear measurements
showed an average wear of II mm (at the outer position of the

Broad division of the four torques constituting the total cutting wheel

torque, deduced from some measurements conducted when boring the

first tunnel tube.

Soil plug torque
approximately 15%

Torque over-
cutters < 5%

Torque of the cutting clements of the
face approximately 80%
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cutting wheel). Upon completion of the predictions for the
wear of the cutting elements, the positions of the cutting teeth
on the cutting wheel and the measurements of the cutting
elements were altered. This is the reason for conducting back
analysis. The prediction, as well as the back analysis, showed
an overestimation of the wear of the cutting teeth. It is the
overall impression that this was mainly due to the fact that a
constant cutting depth for the whole project area was main-
tained in the calculations, whereas this was not the case in the
actual boring process. Another important component is the
wear constant of tungsten carbide. The quantity used is
applicable to the wear constant of metal, which was not veri-

fied by lab testing for the teeth used.

8.5.2 Mixture Forming

The principle of the slurry shield is based on the supply of

fluids (a bentonite suspension) to the face of the TBM,

where it is mixed with the excavated soil and formed into a

slurry. This mixture is pumped into the separation plant

located on the surface. This plant separates the slurry from

the excavated soil, which subsequently is discharged. The

clean bentonite suspension, called regenerated bentonite, is

transported back to the face of the TBM.

Slurry Behaviour
Only the flow behaviour of the regenerated bentonite is
important to the tunnelling process. Measurements showed
variation in flow behaviour. The regenerated bentonite was
less dense than was assumed in the predictions.
Calculations of flow, mixing and sinking of small particles in
the mixing chamber show that this thinner fluid can fulfil the
essential functions of the slurry. The fresh slurry is made with
a density of I040kglm3, whereas the density of the regenera-
ted slurry can reach 1200kglm3.

Sinking of Particles in the Mixing Chamber

In order to maintain face stability, a high-density slurry has to

be created in the mixing chamber. The bentonite suspension

prevents quick sinking of the excavated particles.

However, the continuously movement of the slurry during

the tunnelling process results in the continuous breaking

down of the inner microscopic texture of clay. In that case, the

particles slowly but surely are deposited in the moving slurry,

in a process called dynamic sedimentation.

Boring in Clay
The bored clay will partly disintegrate and thus be absorbed
by the bore fluid. The part not disintegrated will transform

into clay balls, which will clog the orifice of the distribution
pipe. When boring through clay layers, clay chunks were
found in the separation plant as well. It was concluded that
when the TBMwas crossingunder the river OudeMaas,the
density of the inbound and outbound bentonite stream incre-
ased. This probably was caused by the large quantities of exca-

I
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vated clay particles that drifted into the slurry. The separation

plant functioned poorly in this case.

8.5.3 Efficiency of Pumps and Pipes

Characteristics of Pumps and Pipes

Because of the relatively long, straight flow lengths, the loss of

lining friction significantly contributed to the loss of energy.

Direct measurement of the pipe resistance of a IO-metre

section of discharge pipe corresponded well with the tube

resistance of pressure changes at the supply side of the pump

near the extension of the pipe. In the turbulent stream

mechanism, the bentonite suspension showed a decreasing

friction coefficient. In the end, the decrease in pressure caused

by lining friction is greater than the decrease in pressure when

pumping water, because of the higher density of the slurry.

When the smaller friction coefficient is included in the

predictions, accepted calculation methods can be applied.

Speedand Sedimentation of Sand in thepipe
For the selected operational setting of the discharge pipe,
transportation of the particles was unproblematic. There was
no significant sedimentation of sand in the transportation
pipes, since this would have led to larger drag values than

those measured. The transportation capacity model used in
the predictions was applied to and verified for sand water
mixtures. The resulting current velocities are relatively safe.

9. Evaluation of the measurements in the
field of geotechnology

9.1 Introduction

The main research objective in geotechnology was to gain
understanding of (soil) deformations and pressure changes
around the tunnel. This is important, as they could lead to
surface settlements and all their various related negative con-
sequences. The reliability of the geological model was another
research target, concerning both the structure and the charac-
teristics of each layer. This chapter compares predictions,
actual measured deformations, and stress changes in the soil.
The differences are explained and the prediction models for
each are assessed. The emphasis is on prediction of surface
displacements.

9.2 Displacements and Stress Changes in the
Surroundings of the Tunnel

Causes of Deformations
Deformations around the tunnel are the result of a loss of
volume occurring during the construction process.
The main causes of this loss of volume and the resulting
surface displacements are:

Large-scale Pilot Research Project o~ Bored Tunnels



"face loss", as the result of soil unloading at the face
of the TBM;
the conic shape of the TBM;
excavating more soil than the diameter of the TBM by the
use of overcutters, amongst others; and
(incomplete) grout injection in the tail of the TBM.

These effects may have (minimal) after-effects in the
deformations as well.

The loss due to face effects is dependent on the support
pressure used and on the volume of excavated soil in relation
to the speed of the TBM. In the measuring conducted,
relatively small surface settlements (a few millimetres, at the
most) resulting from this face loss could be observed.

Above the TBM, surface settlements arose because the cross-

section of the TBM was larger at the face than at the end of

the TBM (8.55 metres versus 8.52 metres).

In addition, the use of overcutters can cause surface settle-
ments above the TBM. Based on measurements taken at the
test sites, the magnitude of these settlements varies from a few
millimetres to approximately 25 millimetres.

Since the outer diameter of the tunnel is smaller than the
smallest diameter of the TBM (8.30 metres versus 8.52
metres), an empty space - the so-called tail void - will frame

the tunnel lining after the crossing of the TBM. This tail void
is injected with grout in order to limit deformations around
the tunnel. Measurements showed that the quantity of
injected grout strongly determines the ultimate surface
displacements. There is a clear relation between the quantity
of grout injected and the grout pressure used, on the one
hand, and the measured surface displacements, on the other.

Time-dependent effects (after-effects) proved to be relatively

unimportant at the Northern test site. The settlements stab i-

lised at a distance of 20 to 30 metres behind the face. At the

Southern test site, characterised by more compressible layers

occurring in the soil, time-dependent effects did occur.

Prediction Models
To predict surface settlements, the (two-dimensional)
empirical formula formulated by Peck was used. This
formula makes the deformation dependent on the volume of
the settlement trough, on the one hand, and the bending
point coefficient, on the other. Surface displacement is for-
mulated, according to Peck, as follows:

X2

w(x) = wmaxe 2i2

Vs
W max = i..f21t

w: vertical displacement (m)

WmJ.x: ma.ximalvertical displacement above the tunnd axis of the

settlement trough (m)

x: horizontal distance to the tunnel axis (transversal) (m)

horizontal distance from the tunnel axis to the bending point of the

displacement curve (m)

volume of the displacement curve per stretching metre of tunnel

(m3im)

vs:

The value of Vs is made equal to the total tunnelling loss.
The bending point of the displacement curve i determines the
settlement trough. In the calculations, the loss of volume
varied between 0.5%, 1.0% and 1.5% of the surface of the
tunnel. The bending point coefficient was varied between
5 metres and 10 metres. Deformations were determined for
the construction of one tunnel tube and the construction of
two tunnel tubes at both test sites.

In addition the (three-dimensional) analytical formula
published by Sagaseta in 1987 was used to determine the
deformation occurring in association with the construction
of one tunnel tube and the construction of two tunnel tubes:

Vs

[

Y
]

w=- 1+z 2hn vy2+h2

wz: vertical displacement (m)

h: depth of the tunnel axis below the surface (m)

y: horizontal distance to the face of the TBM (longitudinal) (m)

z: vertical distance to the tunnel axis (m)

V,: volume of the displacement curve per stretching metre of tunnel (m3im)

In this formula, only the value for the loss of volume can be
varied, but not the shape of the settlement trough. (Sagaseta
presented adjusted formulas in later publications.) In the pre-
dictions, similar values for the loss of volume were varied as
in Peck's model.

By means of the finite element program PLAXIS, defor-

mations (surface and underground) and stress changes in the
cross-section (the vertical plane perpendicular to the tunnel
<Lxis)were calculated for the construction of one and two
tunnel tubes. Prior to performing these two-dimensional
calculations, a sensitivity analysis was performed to examine
the stiffness of the tunnel, the material model, various soil
characteristics, the level of the groundwater table, and the
total loss of volume. Consequently, it was decided to vary only
the total loss of volume for the predictions and to assume
0.5%, 1.0% or 1.5% of the surface of the tunnel. In the
calculations, the loss of volume was translated into (radial)
concentric contraction of the lining.
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Part C: Results of the pilot project

Using the finite element program DIANA, a three-
dimensional prediction was made for stresses and deforma-
tions that would occur when boring the first (western) tunnel
tube at the Southern test site. In this calculation, the effects of
the boring were also imposed by means of a contraction
model (radial contraction of the tunnel lining simulates the
loss of volume). In this three-dimensional model, the TBM as
well as the tunnel lining were modelled. From this
calculation, a prediction for the Northern test site was derived
without the use of any further numerical analysis. Based on
the size of the tail, the total loss of volume when boring was
assumed to be 2.7%, leading to a loss of volume of 1.6% on
the surface.

Vertical soil deformations 4D behind the face, Northern (upper) and

Southern (bottom) test site.
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Comparing the Predictions with the Measurements

Deformations in Transverse Direction
Using the finite element program PLAXIS, a maximum
surface displacement 18 millimetres at the Northern test site
was determined. Applying the methods of Peck and Sagaseta
resulted in, respectively, higher and lower values for maxi-
mum settlement. After the first crossing of the Northern test
site, the measured surface displacement was 26 millimetres.
The volume. of the trough increased from 0.76% at surface
level to 0.85% of the surface of the tunnel at NAP-6.5m. The
measured displacement above the tunnel axis proved to be
larger than predicted, whereas the settlement trough was
narrower, and therefore steeper, in reality. The surface
displacements during the second crossing of the Northern
test site remained limited to 8 millimetres. The volumes of the
settlement trough were approximately 0.25% of the tunnel
surface.

During the first crossing of the Southern test site, the heave of
the surface above the tunnel a.xiswas measured to be 5 milli-
metres at the most. The predictions expected a settlement.
The volume of the heaving trough amounted to 0.04% at the
surface to 0.14% of the tunnel surface at NAP -6.5m. During
the second crossing of the test site, a ma.ximum settlement of
approximately 7 millimetres was observed for a loss of volu-

me of approximately 0.2%.

The predicted horizontal soil displacement, perpendicular to
the tunnel axis behind the face next to the tunnel tube,
amounted to 7 millimetres in the direction of the tube. At the
Northern test site, the predicted displacement was 3 milli-
metres. Next to the second tube in the Northern measuring
field, small displacements (a maximum of 2 millimetres)
directed away from the tube were observed. At the Southern
test site horizontal displacements were measured, with a
maximum of 8 millimetres and 3 millimetres directed away
from the tube in the first and second crossings, respectively.
Predictions for horizontal soil displacements directed away
from the tunnel were not made.

Longitudinal Deformations
Surface deformations during the first crossing of the
Northern test site mainly occurred above and behind the
TBM, leading to the conclusion that soil displacements

caused by the face of the TBM are smalL During the second
crossing, the displacements stabilised at approximately 25
metres behind the face of the TBM, showing small time-
dependent displacements.

During the first crossing of the Southern test site, a deviating
shape of the longitudinal settlement trough was observed.

Large-scale Pilot Research Project on Bored Tunnels
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Above and directly behind the TBM surface, rising occurred;
however, farther behind the TBM, additional settlements
caused by clay and peat layers undid this effect. During the
second crossing of the Southern test site, generally small
displacements were observed.

Pressure Changes
At both the Northern and the Southern test sites, water pres-
sure at the front of the face of the TBM increased with the
approach of the TBM. From a distance of 30 metres, pressure
increases were observed at the face. This increase in water
pressure disappeared after the TBM came to a standstill. This
phenomenon has been discussed in chapter S. It is striking
that the finite element predictions of PLAXIS predicted hard-
ly any change in the horizontal pressure perpendicular to the

tunnel axis, as a consequence of boring in the Northern test
site. However, measurements showed an increase in these
pressures. This is consistent with the horizontal displace-
ments measured. Furthermore, the predicted increase in the
vertical pressures was significantly higher than the measured
value of this pressure. Predictions for longitudinal stress
changes in the tunnel were not made. At the location of the
Southern test site, normal stresses in the soil were not
measured, nor were predictions made.
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Input quantities for Peck to make the result meet the measured settlement

crossing North 1 South 1 North 2 South 2

section line 1 2 1 1 2 3 4 1 2

bendingpoint coefficient 5,6 5,7 8,0 6,8 6,7 6,1 6,1 5,5 5,4

trough volume [%] 0,76 0,55 0,12 0,38 0,44 0,22 0,21 0,25 0,40
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ured settlements using Sagaseta's formula of 1987 proved to
be impossible, because in that formula the width of the
settlement trough cannot be varied.
The table below shows the input variables for the Peck model
for the various crossings of the test sites and the test sections,
thereby approximating the observed settlement trough.

Finite Element Models

In the finite element model, the loss of volume during boring
is simulated by enforcing a displacement of soil in the direc-
tion of the tunnel axis (concentric contraction), which leads
to unloading of the soil around the tunnel. In this case, the
loss of volume (in m3/m of tunnel) is equal to the concentric
contraction. In the predictions, the loss of volume assumed
was too large, leading to overestimation of the size of the
settlement trough. Additionally, the assumption of concentric
contraction led to a wider and shallower trough than would
occur in reality with an identical loss of volume.
The stretching or tightening of the soil around the tunnel is
highly dependent on the grouting process, and is especially
dependent on the volume of grout and the pressure with
which the grout is pumped into the tail of the TBM. This
process was not modelled in the predictions.

-0.030

-0.035
-40

'",""",---

-30 -20 -10

Calibration measured surface settlements by the formulas of Peck and Sagaseta.

Explaining the Differences between Predictions and
Measurements

Surface Settlement Determined by Using the Formulas of

Peck and Sagaseta

For Peck's as well as Sagaseta's formula, the loss of volume
during boring needs to be determined. Generally, this is over-
estimated in predictions, leading to an overestimation of the
settlement. However, a reliable method for determining the
loss of volume in advance is not available. The uncertainty in
determining the bending point coefficient in Peck's model is
another factor to take into account. This value strongly
influences the shape of the settlement trough. Predicting a
rise of the surface (as occurred during the first crossing of the
Southern test site) and an asymmetrical settlement trough
(for example caused by local soil circumstances and the
steering of the TBM) is not possible when using these models.
By using Peck's formula, a so-called "fit" could be established
afterwards, by using the measuring points located at the
cross-sections in the Northern and Southern test sites. The
results of these "fits" approximate fairly well the shape of the
measured settlement troughs. Back-calculation of the meas-
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Assessing the Prediction Models To fill up the tail void of the TBM, the grout is injected under
high pressure. The pressure distribution within the injected
grout is dependent on, amongst other factors, the injection
pressure, grout properties, number of grouting points, loca-
tion of these points and size of the TBM tail.

Peck and Sagaseta
The predictive merit of these analytical models is limited by
uncertainty about the loss of volume through boring and the
width of the settlement trough. It is especially difficult to
determine the loss of volume beforehand, as this strongly
relates to the way the process was carried out. In the case of
the Second Heinenoord Tunnel, the width of the settlement
trough appears fairly constant (i =5.5 to 6.5) and dependent
on the depth of the tunnel. For the Second Heinenoord
Tunnel, the following relation was established:

i = O.21"z + 2.99

z = depth of the heart of the tunnel (m)

CUR/COB Commission L500 developed a two-dimensional
model enabling finite element calculations to be performed,
including the effect of the grout pressure distribution
surrounding the tunnel. Using this model, good calculations
of the measured settlement trough are possible. From
measuring the pressure on the lining and the recalculations
mentioned above, it follows that an almost uniform grout
pressure distribution is present around the lining. Applying
such a grouting model is a precondition for useful analysis of
deformations and stress changes during boring, since they are
directly connected with the process parameters of the TBM.It should be noted that the number of measurements on

which this relation is based is rather limited, especially com-
pared to formulas well known from the literature for deter-
mining the Peck parameter.

Finite Element Models
A realistic result is not achie-
ved when, in applying the
finite element method, the
loss of volume is modelled
as a concentric contraction
of the tunnel section.
For a given loss of volume,
the calculated settlement
trough is too wide and not
deep enough. In addition,
the loss of volume is to be
used as an input parameter,
although this loss of volume
has not been calculated in
advance. In order to descri-
be the tunnelling process
more realistically, an accura-
te model of the grouting
process is desirable, because
the loss of volume and the
stress distribution surroun-
ding the tunnel can be cal-
culated directly.

Top left: calculated settlement

trough with contraction model

and grout pressure model.

Bottom right: Three-dimensional

grout model: calculated

deformations (drawn enlarged).

'? -10

In a two-dimensional model, longitudinal arching is not
modelled, causing overestimation of the deformation of the
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Part C: Results of the pilot project

soil as a result of the grouting pressure. To enable first-order
evaluation, a three-dimensional model for grouting pressure
was developed in which the first crossing of the Southern test
site was simulated. This three-dimensional model also served
as a basis for the first-order evaluation for the process of tun-
nel construction, which is discussed in chapter 10.

10. Evaluation of the measurements in the
field of tunnel construction

10.1 Introduction

Where tunnel construction is concerned, the main goal of the
pilot project is assessing the usefulness of the existing calcula-
tion models for the design of the lining. These existing
models are two-dimensional: there is a difference between
models describing the balance of forces for the cross-section
and those describing it for the longitudinal section. The
measuring programme was tuned to this approach and,
accordingly, two test rings were implemented to provide
cross-sectional information (see paragraph 5.1.2).
Deformation measurements also were conducted for the
complete tunnel, providing information about longitudinal
behaviour. However, evaluations had difficulty in differentia-
ting between these two directions when dealing with a tunnel
constructed of segments. When examined at the level of tun-
nel segments, measurements clearly show a strong three-
dimensional balance of forces. This is caused, for example, by
jack forces leading not only to longitudinal stress but also to
transversal stress and strain. Additionally, there is a disrupted
flat stress situation as a result of building of the segments in
the TBM and, particularly, of pressure concentrations at the
key segment when it does not make full contact.

Despite the limitations described above, this chapter follows
the broad outline of the prediction models, including a
separate examination of the longitudinal and transverse
direction, in order to compare predictions and measurements

Single ring model. Double ring model.

in a satisfactory manner. At the end of this chapter, the
three-dimensional balance of forces in the tunnel lining are
discussed by using state-of-the-art calculation models. These
models were applied within the framework of KIOOin order
to facilitate explanation of the measured balance of forces in
the tunnellining.

10.2 Stress Changes and Deformations in Transverse
Direction

Prediction Models
In order to predict the balance of forces for the cross-section
(perpendicular to the longitudinal axis of the tunnel),
34 prediction models were used. These can be subdivided into
single ring models, double ring models, and continuum
models.

In the single ring model, the tunnel lining is schematised as a
circular-shaped bending beam, whereas the embedding of the
tunnel in the soil is described by linear radial springs. Twelve
variants of this model were applied. These differ in their
modelling of tunnel lining, modelling or non-modelling of
the longitudinal joints, modelling of the soil and the way in
which load is applied.

In the double ring model, two successive clustered rings were
schematised. As with the single ring models, it is impossible to
observe longitudinal forces. In order to make predictions, 15
variants of this model were applied. The double ring model
differs from the single in the interaction between both rings.
Because the longitudinal joints were applied in stacked form,
a different lining stiffness results.

In the continuum models, the soil embracing the tunnel is
schematised not by springs, but by a continuous medium.
The seven variants of this model differ particularly in the way
in which interaction between tunnel lining and embracing
soil is modelled.

Continuum model.

I
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Measured and previously calcu-

lated normal forces in the lining.

for each model. Numbers 1.01 -
1.13 represent the single ring

modeL'. numbers 2.01 - 2.16

represent the double ring models.

numbers 3.01 - 3.08 represent the

continuum models.

0.8

0.6

0.4

Assessing the Prediction
Models
The prediction models used
can assess load and forces
only in the radial and trans-
verse direction.
The interdependency of the
successive rings, as it occurs
according to the conducted
measurements, cannot be

described by all models. The assembly stresses, similar in
magnitude to the stresses caused by the external loads on the
tunnel, can be approached only with the use of a three-
dimensional finite element model.
In addition, none of the models included the effect of the key
segment and the grout. If the assembly stresses are excluded
from the measured balance of forces, it appears that the load
on the tunnel and the cross-section forces can be described
fairly well by the empirical models and the two-dimensional
finite element models. However, it is necessary to calculate the
stress distribution surrounding the tunnel in compliance with
the loss of volume during boring. This effect can be
quantified by describing the soil embracing the tunnel as a
continuous medium, for example, through the use of a
two-dimensional finite element calculation. However, this
quantification was not used for the predictions, with the

0.2

0

1.0 I 1.03 1.05 1.07 1.09 1.11 2.0 I 2.03 2.05 2.07 2.09 2.11 2.13 2.15 3.02 3.04 3.06

Comparing Predictions and Measurements
The diagrams represent a comparison of the predicted and
the measured normal forces and moments. The predictions

,/
-substantially overestimate the measured values in all cases.

E),:plaining the Differences between Predictions and

Measurements
The differences between predictions and measurements are
mainly caused by the stresses that arise during the construc-
tion of the lining. In both test rings, significant stresses were
observed at the time the ring was still located inside the TBM,
and did not yet carry load soil or grout loads. The diagram
below also represents a comparison between predictions and
measurements without the influence of assembly stresses.

1.2

O.S

0.6
Measured and pre-calculated

maximum bending moment in

the lining, for each model.

Numbers 1.01 - 1.13 represent

the single ring models, numbers

2.01 - 2.16 represent the double

ring models, numbers 3.01 - 3.08

represent the continuum models.
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exception of one model which overrated the stiffness of the
lining. Furthermore, the analytical and two-dimensional
models were valid only with soil stiffness ranging from 5MPa
to 120MPa, as could be concluded from previous literature
study. For Dutch soil, this criterion almost always holds.

10.3 Stress Changes and Deformations in
Longitudinal Direction

Prediction Models
Two types of predictions were made with regard to the forces
acting in longitudinal direction.

Beam reaction directly behind the TBM.

c

Measured and previously

calculated maximum bending

moment in the lining, for each

model. Measured moment

excluding the moment caused by

the assembly stresses.Numbers

1.01 - 1.13 represent the single

ring models, numbers 2.01 - 2.16

represent the double ring models,

numbers 3.01 - 3.08 represent the

continuum models.

Axial Interaction between Segments of a Tunnel Lining
A linear beam model 225 metres long was used for the tunnel.
One side of this tunnel model experiences an eccentric load
from the jacks in the TBM. For the bending stiffness of the
beam, deformations in the ring joints, leading to non-linear
elastic behaviour, were taken into account. The beam rests on
soil that is schematised as springs due to its elasticity, except
for a small part directly behind the TBM. This part is situated
in unhardened grout and is therefore not supported but
experiences an upward load. Using this model, a sensitivity
analysis was conducted for various loads from within the
TBM and for the length of the unsupported part in the
unhardened grout.

B c
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Beam Reaction of the Tunnel Tube
The second prediction model consists of linear beams 1.5
metres long, clustered by means of non-linear rotation
springs and shear springs. These springs discount the effects

of the ring joints in the tunnel construction. The beam model
is supported by soil springs simulating the unstable, even
springy, embedding. The model examines the beam reaction

that occurs as a result of the upward load on the tunnel tube,
the different types of soil with different embedding constants
in the longitudinal profile, and the fact that the tunnel tube
is connected to the shaft at one end and to the TBM at the
other end.

Comparing Predictions and Measurements

As a result of the location of the test rings with respect to the
shafts, a comparison between measurements and predictions
is possible only for predictions of axial normal forces and
longitudinal bending moments directly behind the TBM,
using the prediction model (225 metres long) mentioned
above. Predictions using other models, particularly focusing
on the bending moments in longitudinal direction near the
starting shafts, could not be verified by measuring. The
predictions greatly overestimated the longitudinal moments.
The predicted bending moment was 60MNm to 75MNm for
a measured value of 10MNm to 20MNm.

E.xplaining the Differences between Predictions and
Measurements
Overestimation of the moments was mainly caused by overe-
stimation of the moment the jack exerts on the tunnel.
This was assumed to be 62.6MNm (upward), whereas
approximately 20MNm was measured. It must be mentioned

that the moment executed by the jacks is not constant in time
and that it accidentally may not have been at its ma.ximum at
the specific test rings.

The assumptions predicting the influence of the grouting seal
turned out to be incorrect. It was assumed that the length of
uncured grout would be between 3.75m and 75m and that
the grout shell would not be thick enough to cause a hydro-
static grout pressure. From measurements at the Southern
test ring, it can be concluded that the tunnel was situated in
hardened grout over a distance of approximately 30 metres.
The a.xialjack forces that had been assumed in the predictions
actually were approximately 20MN. However, those values
were not measured in the lining as a result of local effects
(three-dimensional force transfer to grout and soil via the
joints) and beam reaction. Application of the prediction
models used does not explain this difference very well.

Assessing the Prediction Models
From evaluating the measurements, it can be concluded that
substantial beam reaction occurs directly behind the TBM in
combination with local effects, e.g. the absorption of the jack

forces. As a result, the calculated axial force in the lining does
not conform to the sum of the jack forces. In order to
describe this behaviour sufficiently, a calculation model that
consists of segmented rings (three-dimensional local play of
forces) is needed, but it should also possess sufficient length
of connected rings to permit sufficient description of the
rough balance of forces. These kinds of models were not
available at the time of the predictions.

10.4 Balance of Forces in the Tunnel:
a Three-Dimensional Examination

From the previous paragraphs, it can be concluded that
stresses in the tunnel lining can be calculated adequately only
when the effects described below are taken into account.

Load on the Construction Caused by the Forced
Application of the Key Segment
The previously constructed ring is being deformed
continuously in the radial direction by radial stresses.
Accordingly, there is insufficient space for the application
(without pressure) of the key segment after seven segments
have been placed (without pressure) in transverse direction
next to the previously constructed ring. When the key
segments are placed, transverse forces and bending moments
are introduced in the ring concerned. The enforced
deformation of the ring is avoided by the connection with the
previously constructed ring (either by friction in the plywood
plates or through the notches). The jacks offer limited
resistance against radial and transverse movement of the ring
that is to be completed. This also implies that the balance of
forces in the previously placed rings is influenced by the
application of the key segment.

Load on the Tunnel Exercised by the Jacks of the TBM
The TBM has a tendency to sink when being placed in
relatively soft soil. This can be compensated for by dividing
the magnitude of the jack forces. Hereby, an actual force as
well as a bending moment are put on the end of the tunnel.
Because the TBM has a larger net weight than the excavated
soil, downward pressure is executed on the tunnel tube
as well.

Load on and Support of the Tunnel Ring behind the TBM
A distinction must be made between two situations that occur
during the tunnelling process: boring and standstill. During
the boring process, the tunnel lining is situated partly in
uncured grout and partly in set grout. In the first part, only
loading by grout pressure is present, enabling the tunnel to
deform without influencing the embracing soil. The part
situated in set grout has been embedded in the soil, enforced
as springs, in order for the external bending moment to be
cushioned by the jacks.
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The load of the test ring could differ from the loads experien-
ced during the "normal" tunnelling process. The "normal"
TBM standstill, when a ring was being built, lasted for
roughly two hours, whereas standstill after assembly of the

test rings was 7 to 8 hours. Because of this time period, the
rings behind the test ring were situated in almost completely
set grout. As a result of the jacks keeping the tunnel tube from
bending during the assembly, a permanent internal moment
will be present in the tunnel tube.
The phenomena described above will be elaborated on in
CUR/COB Commission L530. The Technical University Delft
also worked on the development of a two-dimensional model
in which reasonable similarities with measurements seemed
possible and by which a continuous beam moment could be
calculated. The balance of forces in the construction as a
result of the effects described above is strongly influenced by
the deformation behaviour of the longitudinal and cross
joints. With respect to the evaluation of the measurements,
calculations have been executed with a state-of-the-art
calculation model. In the first phase of this calculation,
the interaction between the TBM and the tunnel construction
in the embracing soil is simulated in a three-dimensional
fashion.

Both the TBM and the tunnel are modelled using shield
elements; joints are not taken into account. The surrounding
soil is modelled using volume elements. In the second phase,
part of the tunnel construction inside and behind the TBM is
modelled in detail, with attention paid to the segmental
construction, including key segments and ring and
longitudinal joints. In this second phase, mainly the play of
forces and the deformations in the tunnel construction at
various locations behind the TBM are calculated, up to the
location where the moment executed by the TBM is inter-
cepted (at approximately 15 to 20 rings behind the TBM).
Using this three-dimensional modelling, it could be
concluded that it is indeed possible to describe measured
behaviour. However, this does not automatically mean that an
advanced approach such as this by definition has a greater
predictive power. Of course, this kind of calculation requires
detailed knowledge of process parameters, such as (the
distribution of) jack forces, grouting pressure and the length

of the uncured grout zone, joint behaviour, deformation of
the most recently built ring, etc.

I
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11. Learning opportunities during the pilot
project

In addition to knowledge developed from previously set tar-
gets, a few learning opportunities occurred during the tun-
nelling process. In principle, these fall outside the territory of
CUR/COB Commission KI00. It was impossible for the
Commission to instrument and monitor the complete project
area so intensively as to record every single incident at any
location and at any time of the day. K100 mainly evaluated the
"normal" tunnelling process, in order to improve the generic
models for the design of bored tunnels. Various COB news-
letters describe these educational points. The summary below
was generated from those newsletters.

11.1 Leakage in the Shield Tail Sealing
On 29 May 1997, a first leak occurred when a mi.xture of soil
and water flowed into the TBM. Emergency sealing was
applied and the embracing soil was injected with bentonite
and mortar. As an additional safety measure, formwork was
applied between the last segment ring and the jacks. In case of
an emergency, this arrangement would reverse the prevailing
earth and water pressure. The cause of the leakage was the
bending of the rubber sealing profile at the location of one of
the grout supply lines in such a way that leakage occurred at
the fastening to the TBM shield. The bending was a result of
the unintentional backwards movement of the shield during
synchronisation of the navigational system. Subsequent
grouting operations caused such pressures on the damaged
profile that leakage occurred. One of the solutions available
was injecting the grout by means of boreholes in the segments.
When a leak in the emergency sealing occurred on 30 June
1997, a steel brush was implemented at that location.
The spaces between the brush and the tail seal were filled with
grease.

I 1.2 Face Instability
Face instability occurred during the boring of the western
tunnel tube. Despite pumping bentonite into the working
chamber and placing supporting plates, the face collapsed and
the cutting wheel got stuck in the soil. Following depth
sounding of the bottom of the river, a circular hole 6 metres
in diameter and 2 metres deep was detected. The soil
disruption, combined with a relatively high bore pressure, was
probably the reason for instability. The former could have
been caused by a removed anchor pole that had been initially
installed to support the sinking process during construction
of the First Heinenoord Tunnel.

A solution was found in stabilising the soil from inside the
TBM and from the river. Examples of these strategies were,
for instance, enlarging the hole in the river and injecting it
with sand and particles, and withdrawing the supporting
plates by flushing. In addition, more extensive soil historical

Large-scale Pilot Research Project on Bored Tunnels
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research was conducted prior to boring the Second
Heinenoord Tunnel in order to map possible soil distortions
caused by anchoring points. TBM face pressures at these
locations were closely watched.

Damage to segments.

11.3 Damaged Lining Segments
When inspecting the tunnel lining, damage was found at
several locations. This damage can be categorised as follows:
A. concrete damage at the joint of the key segment,
B. concrete damage at the bolt connection,
C. concrete damage at the segment corner,
D. difference in ring borders exceeding the tolerated settings,
E. longitudinal cracks in the elements, and
F. leaking joints.

Possible causes of damage are the assembly of elements into a
ring and the movement of the TBM. Additionally, the ring is
locally loaded with grout pressure when the tail seal passes a
tunnel ring as the shield moves forward.
Finally, with small curve radii, cross movement of rings
occurs during the movement of the TBM.
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Part D:
Conclusions and
reco m men dati 0 n s

12. Conclusions and recommendations

12.1 General Remarks

The research on the pilot project of the Second Heinenoord
Tunnel has produced highly valuable measuring data. These
data considerably enhance the understanding of the process
of tunnelling in the Dutch soft soil. Particularly important is
the improved insight into the significance of the theoretical
models describing calculations of soil deformations, and
stresses on and inside the TBM and tunnel lining. Gaps in the
understanding of the process have been defined, leading to
the development of more models, inside as well as outside the
CUR/COB Commission KIOO.Data have been recorded and
are available for further analysis.

:~; :~,.
The project resulted in advanced technical knowledge, as well
as the creation of a network of specialists that overlaps the
traditional individual fields of expertise. This is an especially
important result, as the technique of tunnelling, the fields of
bore technology, geotechnology and tunnel construction
interact intensively.

12.2 Organisation of the Pilot Project

The implementation work, divided among various parties,
facilitated the disbursement of knowledge that was desired by
the COB. The co-operation of practical and theoretical
institutions and companies brought about a good mix of
depth and practicality in the project. However, the existence
of a project office overseeing and co-ordinating the commis-
sioned work is a precondition.

For this pilot project, intensive communication among the
contractor, the Commission and the researchers was necessary
in order to achieve the goals of all three parties. Clear agree-
ments in advance-on the one hand, on the exact research pro-
gramme, and on the other, on communications with the con-
struction contractor - simplified this process considerably.

Defining the risks that accompanied the pilot project and
assigning them to the various participants in advance worked

. very well.

The internal order that was established for executing the pilot
project - start by setting targets, set priorities accordingly,
assign budgets, predict, measure and evaluate - led to a targe-
ted spending of the research budget.

I
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12.3 Instrumentation and Measurements

In general, the measuring instruments as well as the data
acquisition systems, functioned well. The fact that the
measuring instruments were minimised to two test rings and
that the equipment of the test site at the southern riverbank
was limited did not significantly influence the quality of the
final product.

It is advisable to predict measuring results before developing
specifications for the measuring instruments. The predictions
will show a range of expected measuring results and will also
clarify which parameters influence the measuring values. If
possible, these parameters should be determined by measure-
ments.

Interpretation and implementation of stress measurements,
in lining as well as in soil, is a complicated task. When
measuring the stress on the lining, temperature effects should
be eliminated. When the soil stress is examined, the absolute
values of the measured stresses are unreliable because of the
implementation of the measuring instruments. It seems that
the measured changes in the soil stress are reliable in com-
parison to other types of measuring.

In various measurements, the extension of the number of
gauges has resulted in a more in-depth understanding. This is
applicable to the number of strain gauges in concrete
segments, the joint displacement gauges, vertical distortion
measuring and the number of spots where the surface
displacements were measured. As to the latter kind of
measuring, the frequency could have been increased and the
reliability of the reference points needs to be addressed.

In retrospect, some measurements did not yield satisfactory
results for various reasons. These included measurements
of horizontal deformations above the tunnel, and radar
measuring determining the thickness of the grout shell.

12.4 Bore Technology

The following observations were made at the Second
Heinenoord Tunnel:

During rotation of the cutting wheel, the sealing function
of the slurry at the face of the TBM was continuously
disrupted, creating a groundwater flow that negatively
influenced face stability.
The slurry and excavated soil mi.xed well at the face,
creating a hydrostatic pressure distribution. The density
of the support slurry varied in the different parts of the
project area. It was much higher than anticipated.
Face instability occurred when support pressure was
slightly higher than the vertical earth pressure at the top
side of the tunnel.

Large-scale Pilot Research Project on Bored Tunnels



The Second Heinenoord Tunnel is characterised by a
shallow position in the river. Research shows small mar-
gins for these kind of tunnels. Minimum and ma.ximum
face pressure needs to fluctuate within these margins to
prevent instability.
The pressure of the main jacks of the TBM was deter-
mined mainly by support pressure at the face, which is
exercised on the baffle wall. It was fairly easy to quantify
this pressure. However, it was more difficult to determine
the substantial influence of the jack force on the shield
friction of the TBM. On average, the recalculated
influence of this friction was approximately 30%. The
power of the cutting wheel jacks amounted to 15% of the
force of the main jacks. This force was mainly determined
by the bentonite pressure on the bearing chamber.

The forces of and, particularly, the torques on the main
jacks showed a more or less linear increase with the
cutting depth, which is the relation between speed and
rpm of the cutting teeth.
Wear of the cutting teeth was overestimated as a result of
unfamiliarity with the cutting depth and the durability of
the cutting teeth used.
The use of overcutters resulted in a decrease of shield
friction along the TBM and, accordingly, in a decrease of
forces in the main jacks. As a result, the tunnel lining
experienced less stress. In addition, the overcutters
increased the manageability of the TBM, since the jack
forces were less eccentric.

12.5 Geotechnology

Implementing existing calculation models was problematic
for predicting surface settlements, deformations around the
tunnel and earth pressure, because loss of volume during
boring has a major impact. This loss of volume strongly
depends on the execution and particularly on the grouting
process. The three-dimensional grout model permits calcula-
tion of loss of volume as a function of the distribution of
grout pressure in the tail of the TBM and the other control
parameters in the boring process. Accordingly, a direct con-
nection can be made between the parameters of the boring
process and the surface settlements.

12.6 Tunnel Construction

The most striking observation in measuring the lining was
that stresses arising from constructing the lining (from sepa-
rate segments) were similar in magnitude to stresses arising
later, caused by the soil and grout around the tunnel. Further
model development will be necessary to allow successful cal-
culation of these stresses in future. A three-dimensional
approach is unavoidable: separating the behaviour of longitu-
dinal and cross-section calculations appears to be an over-
simplification of reality.

12.7 Integral Modelling

From the conclusions in the fields of bore technology, geo-
technology and tunnel construction described above, it
follows that the results of measuring, as far as they differed
from expectations, could be explained and recalculated by
means of further model development, and back analysis with
altered starting points. This does not mean that the predicti-
ve value of current prediction instruments is sufficient to
prevent future surprises. Predictions in various sub-areas
require specific assumptions on process parameters, which
are not sufficiently known in advance. However, they
strongly influence the outcome of the calculation. An
example of this is the fact that the distribution of the jack
forces is an important input parameter in lining calculations,
but this distribution can be determined efficiently only by
means of precise modelling of the tunnelling process.

The behaviour of the grout surrounding the tunnel, in terms
of setting time, water egress, and pressure distribution, is an
extremely important factor in calculating the tunnel lining, as
well as in calculating the influence on the surroundings.
Given a measured response of the grout, these calculations
can be improved continuously. However, the challenge will
be to adequately determine the behaviour of the grout in
advance, based on the planned manner of implementing the
boring. When deciding to further develop models, it will be
important to weigh the additional value of a more specific
calculation model against the possible uncertainty of process
parameters and other input data and assumptions.

For the time being, the influence of these uncertainties on the
predicted behaviour will have to be tested carefully by means
of sensitivity calculations. In future, integral modelling is to
be aimed for, incorporating the interaction of the boring and
grout processes and the soil surrounding the tunnel and
lining (also in the assembly phase).
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mechanic~ engineering, Lnstallati()n and implementation techniques,

:.!ectr~cal engineering andjnfo~iion technology, but also sec~ors

inc~ding, ~r example, em:iron~ent, material;:: indu~ry and

economics." ~
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.- In order to execute the tasks of-the COB, the methods and structures
- - -~

of the CURl 1 are used.
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